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Abstract 
 

Disaster management has been researched for the last two decades since natural disasters have 
occurred with high-intensity at a large-scale. It is obvious that disaster relief planning 
activities including pre-disaster preparation and post-disaster response have significantly 
contributed in minimizing vulnerability and loss of property when disasters strike. In addition, 
Geoinformation technologies, Internet, multimedia as well as open source platforms such as 
Ushahidi and Sahana Eden play an important role in disaster response. However, interactive 
maps seem to be the only common geospatial component in existing systems and the 
limitation of geospatial analysis functions exists in current platforms. Thus, the objective of 
this research is to investigate the current status of developed geospatial components in 
existing disaster relief planning management systems including Ushahidi and Sahana Eden 
platforms, highlight the strengths and weaknesses of these systems, and compare the 
performance of Sahana Eden and Ushahidi platforms using the 2011 Christchurch earthquake 
data. The 2011 Christchurch earthquake data includes locations of hospitals, shelters, and 
destroyed and collapsed infrastructures caused by the magnitude 6.3 (Richter scale) 
earthquake struck Christchurch city of New Zealand in February 2011. The research is 
conducted in 4 steps. In the first step, a literature review is carried out to grasp and understand 
concepts and definitions of relevant terms such as emergency, risk, hazard, disaster, disaster 
response and emergency management systems. In the second step, a comprehensive desktop 
study is performed to investigate the roles and deployment of geoinformation technologies in 
disaster responses from 2004 onward. In the third step, using the 2011 Christchurch 
earthquake data, Sahana Eden and Ushahidi platforms are used to illustrate the performance 
of disaster relief planning systems. Subsequently, strength and weakness of each platform and 
comparison process between two platforms are compared and reported. The comparison is 
based on five features: Data input, Geospatial analysis, Data management, Visualization, and 
User's evaluation. The final step is documentation process to consolidate all observations and 
write-up the thesis report. The result shows that with rich visualization on interactive map 
both Sahana Eden and Ushahidi enable emergency managers to track the needs of disaster-
affected people. While Ushahidi can only filter incidents records by time or category, 
geospatial data management capacity of Sahana Eden is proven to be more powerful, allowing 
emergency managers input different geospatial data such as incidents, organizations, human 
resource, warehouses, hospitals, shelters, assets, and projects and visualizing all of these 
features on a map. Based on Sahana Eden the coordination among aids agencies seems to be 
simple. However, geospatial analysis capacity is the limitation of the Sahana Eden platform 
whereas Ushahidi can create a buffer around a selected incident within the specific radius, 
which enables emergency managers to create the evacuation plan for densely distributed 
incidents in the defined buffer region. Due to time-constraints, this research could only 
explore the performance of Ushahidi and Sahana Eden (end-user version) platforms with 
earthquake data. Further research can focus on other platforms and the application to other 
natural disaster such as tornadoes, floods, hurricanes and cyclones, wild fires, landslide and 
blizzards. Based upon the findings, future research should also improve data input methods 
with different formats and add more geospatial analysis functions. 
Keywords: Disaster management, disaster relief planning management, Geoinformation 
technology, Sahana Eden, Ushahidi 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 
In the last two decades, particularly from 2004 to 2011, most countries located on the Pacific 
Ring of Fire such as Japan, Philippines, Indonesia, New Zealand, and some Central American 
countries like Haiti have suffered severe damages as the consequences of tremendous 
earthquakes. A recent statistic by the United States Geological Survey (2012) showed that 
over 230,000 people were killed by the devastating 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami that caused 
the loss of lives whereas the number of people killed and injured by the 2010 Haiti earthquake 
and the Mw 9.0 magnitude earthquake with its triggered giant tsunami along the Tohoku 
(eastern) coast of Japan were a quarter of million and nearly 20,000 people, respectively. 
Numerous studies have focused on disaster management involved activities. A formal 
definition of disaster management recently published by Disaster Management Authority of 
the Indian Government (2009) indicated that disaster management is a continuous and 
integrated process of planning, organizing, coordinating and implementing measures which 
are necessary or expedient for:  

 Prevention of danger or threat of any disaster.  
 Mitigation or reduction of risk of any disaster or its severity or consequences.  
 Capacity building including research and knowledge management.  
 Preparedness to deal with any disaster.  
 Prompt response to any threatening disaster situation or disaster.  
 Assessing the severity or magnitude of effects of any disaster.  
 Evacuation, rescue and relief.  
 Rehabilitation and reconstruction. 

Practical deployment has proved that the contribution of Geoinformation technologies 
significantly improved the effectiveness in disaster management. For instance, Remote 
Sensing and Geographic Information System (GIS) which capture, store, retrieve, manipulate, 
analyze and display geospatial data play crucial roles in minimizing loss of life and properties 
by designing early emergency warnings, producing hazard and vulnerability mapping, and 
hazard scenarios modeling in pre-disaster mitigation and preparedness. Furthermore, Global 
Positioning System (GPS), the internet, multimedia, and open source web-based platforms 
such as Ushahidi and Sahana Eden have considerably contributed in damage assessment, 
evacuation planning and decision making, especially in emergency response and recovery to 
answer the vital questions: where are shelters, where are hospitals, where are aid resources 
(warehouses, assets, vehicles and other facilities), and where are the most affected people? 

Sahana Eden and Ushahidi are the most two effective open source software platforms, built 
specifically to aid in crisis and disaster management and deployed in response to the 2004 
Indian Ocean tsunami, the 2010 Haiti earthquake and the 2011 Tohoku earthquake and 
tsunami among other events. 

Based on Ushahidi platform, disaster managers and emergency response practitioners can 
track users' reports on the map and timeline. The three key features of Ushahidi platform are 
well-known as dynamic timeline, interactive mapping, and multiple data stream. Dynamic 
timeline helps track users' reports on the map and over time. Data can be filtered by time and 
incidents can be visualized whenever and wherever, as it's tied to the map. Interactive 
mapping enables visualizing reported information on Ushahidi map by rich information 
mapping tools. With multiple data streams the Ushahidi Platform accepts gathering 
information via multimedia such as text messages, email, twitter and web-forms. 



Sahana Eden is a platform, supporting various modules such as organization registry, project 
tracking, human resource, inventory, asset, assessment, map and shelter management. The 
main aim of Sahana Eden is to provide disaster managers with tools to minimize the negative 
impact of devastating disasters via tracking the needs of the affected victims and coordinating 
emergency agencies and aid resources. In addition, the platform can enable disaster managers, 
emergency response practitioners, and communities around the world to access and share the 
needed information in order to reduce human suffering during pre-disaster preparedness and 
post-disaster response phase through free and open source software and open standards. 
Nevertheless, some barriers and issues in technology deployment exist in relief planning 
efforts. In particular, an interactive map seems to be the only common geospatial component 
in existing systems. It has been proven that geospatial analysis could provide more quickly 
and efficiently the answers to various location-based questions in concern during emergency 
responses, but the limitation of geospatial analysis functions still exists in these current open 
source platforms. As geospatial analysis is not implemented in current platforms, the 
objective of the thesis is to review current capability of management systems used in disaster 
relief planning, examine the uses of geospatial technologies such as Sahana Eden and 
Ushahidi platform. It is anticipated that the outcomes of thesis enable information technology 
developers to improve capability of existing platforms or develop newly helpful tools to meet 
the requirements in disaster relief planning management. 

1.2. Research Objectives 
This thesis aims at: 

- Investigating the current status of developed geospatial components in existing disaster 
relief planning management systems. 

- Comparing the performance of selected platforms, Sahana Eden and Ushahidi, with the 2011 
Christchurch earthquake data. 

- Highlighting the strengths and weaknesses of these systems. 
The thesis works are organized in four steps: 

- In the first step, a desktop study is carried out to grasp and understand the current status of 
developed geospatial components in disaster relief planning management systems. It starts 
with concepts and definitions of relevant terms such as emergency, risk, hazard, disaster, 
disaster response and emergency management systems followed by literature review of other 
relevant topics. 
- In the second step, a more comprehensive desktop study is performed to look at roles of 
Geoinformation technologies such as remote sensing, Global Positioning System as well as 
other multimedia technologies in disaster management and to critically analyze the current 
deployment of Geographic Information System (GIS) in disaster response, focusing in large-
scale devastating catastrophes from 2004 onward. It highlights the capabilities and 
achievements of these systems and platforms. 
- In the third step, Sahana Eden and Ushahidi platforms are used to illustrate the performance 
of a relief planning management system with the 2011 Christchurch earthquake data. This 
stage employs geospatial data management and analysis techniques. The data of the 2011 
Christchurch earthquake including destroyed and collapsed infrastructures and hospitals and 
shelters data are retrieved from various open sources. Subsequently, the collected raw data are 
manipulated and spatially analyzed with ArcGIS software before they are imported into 
Sahana Eden and Ushahidi, developed in a form of a relief planning management system. 



After that, an evaluation of strengths and weaknesses of each platform and comparison 
process between two platforms is performed. The comparison is based on five features: Data 
input, Geospatial analysis, Data management, Visualization, and User's evaluation. 

- The fourth and final step is to summarize the findings of the study. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2. State of the Art 

2.1 Disaster management 
2.1.1 Definition 
For two decades, and particularly in the late nineties of the twentieth century, authors and 
practitioners concerned with disaster management have engaged in a lengthy attempt to define 
fundamental concepts such as emergency, risk, hazard, disaster, and disaster management 
which are directly or indirectly associated with disaster management activities. 

According to Johnson (2000) an emergency is "a deviation from planned or expected behavior 
or a course of events that endangers or adversely affects people, property, or the 
environment". 
Risk is "the potential or likelihood of an emergency to occur" (Johnson 2000). Some 
buildings, for instance, built on an active earthquake fault would suffer higher risks of damage 
rather than houses located near earthquake fault. 

In a study, Johnson (2000) stated that hazard refers generally to physical properties resulting 
in an emergency such as earthquake faults, active volcanoes, flood zones, and highly 
flammable brush fields. 
In the study by Johnson (2000), the authors claimed that disasters are characterized by the 
scope of an emergency and an emergency becomes a disaster when it exceeds the capability 
of the local resources to manage it whereas Gravley (2001) stated that disasters often result in 
great damage, loss, or destruction, so a disaster can also be defined as the onset of an extreme 
event causing profound damage or loss as perceived by the inflicted people. Furthermore, in 
Disaster Management Act, National Disaster Management Authority of the Indian 
Government (2005) defines disaster as a catastrophe, mishap, calamity or grave occurrence in 
any area, arising from natural or man-made causes, or by accident or negligence which results 
in substantial loss of life or human suffering or damage to property or degradation of 
environment, and is of such a nature or magnitude as to be beyond the coping capacity of the 
community of the affected area. 

Natural disasters such as earthquake, tsunami, volcanic eruption, hurricane, landslide and 
flood are considered as the most significantly devastated natural disasters since its effects 
killed thousands of lives as well as caused the loss of millions of dollars of property. Table 1 
below lists most significantly devastating earthquakes from 2004 to 2011 (the United States 
Geological Survey, 2012). 

Region Magnitude (Mw)  Year Fatalities Destroyed property 
The east coast of Honshu, Japan 9.0 2011 15,703 332,395 buildings 
South Island of  New Zealand 6.1 2011 181 100,000 buildings 
Offshore Bio-bio, Chile 8.8 2010 523 370,000 houses 
Haiti 7.0 2010 316,000 97,294 houses 
Samoa 8.1 2009 149  
Central Italy 6.3 2009 287 10,000 
Eastern Sichuan, China 7.9 2008 87,787 5,36 million buildings 
Pakistan 6.4 2008 166 3,487 homes 
The coast of central Peru 8.0 2007 514 35,500 buildings 
Indonesia 6.3 2006 5749 127,000 houses 
Pakistan 7.6 2005 86,000 32,335 buildings 
Sumatra 9.1 2004 227898 1.7 million people displaced 

Table 1 - Impacts from significant earthquakes in the world from 2004 to 2011. 



Source: the United States Geological Survey (2012) 

In the last two decades, many studies have focused on disaster management involved 
activities. In the research titled Disasters and Development, Cuny (1983) concluded that 
disaster management deals with the set of complex decision-making issues related to 
prevention, control, and recovery from natural and human-made disasters. 

In a course manual involving  disaster management by the Virtual University for Small States 
of the Commonwealth (2009), disaster management is defined as "a systematic process based 
on the key management principles of planning, organizing, and leading which includes 
coordinating and controlling in order to reduce the negative impact or consequences of 
adverse events". 
More recently, the National Disaster Management Authority of the Indian Government (2009) 
states that disaster management involves a continuous and integrated process of planning, 
organizing, coordinating and implementing measures which are necessary or expedient for:  

 Prevention of danger or threat of any disaster.  
 Mitigation or reduction of risk of any disaster or its severity or consequences.  
 Capacity building including research and knowledge management.  
 Preparedness to deal with any disaster.  
 Prompt response to any threatening disaster situation or disaster.  
 Assessing the severity or magnitude of effects of any disaster.  
 Evacuation, rescue and relief.  
 Rehabilitation and reconstruction. 

2.1.2 Necessity of disaster management and emergency management phases 
Spits and Warnars (2010) in their recent research paper claimed that systematic information 
management of relief works has become a crucial task in response to disaster effects and it is 
mentioned in Government regulation of The Republic of Indonesia concerning disaster 
management implementation. The government is recommended to deploy earthquake decision 
support system built upon information technology environment to sharpen, speed up and 
improve the earthquake mitigation decisions. The national body of disaster management is 
responsible for building information management for preparing, saving and distributing on 
logistics. After a disaster occurs, responses must be acted rapidly upon and at an optimal level 
to save lives and help the victims. 
The United States of America is one of the initiatives in managing disaster. Wallace and 
Balogh (1985) concluded that a Comprehensive Emergency Management system must cover 
all four stages by Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). They are the preparatory 
or planning period of emergency management involving policies and programs to mitigate the 
impact of a hazard; preparedness involving training the organizational response and 
positioning of adequate resources and their inventories for emergency use; immediate 
response to the emergency including situation and assessment, critical resources allocation, 
command and control; and post-crisis response and longer term recovery. 
Similarly, research carried out by Nudell and Antokol (1988) stated that disaster management 
can be divided into four phases: mitigation which comprises the activities aimed at reducing 
the degree of risk to human life and property from hazards; preparedness which comprises the 
activities closest to the onset of a disaster, which minimize damage and enhance disaster 
response operations; response which comprises the activities of a coordinated response to 
actual disaster in order to contain its impact on the society; and recovery and reconstruction 



which comprises the activities of minimizing a post-disaster trauma and providing conditions 
for a return to normal situation. 
In other words, relying on the temporal dimension of disaster, according to Cova (1999) there 
is a cycle of four, often overlapping, phases in emergency management process: mitigation, 
preparedness, response, and recovery, as shown in Figure 1. In particular, mitigation involves 
actions that are taken to eliminate or reduce the degree of long-term risk to human life and 
property from hazards. 

Preparedness is concerned with actions that are taken in advance of an emergency to develop 
operational capabilities and facilitate an effective response to an emergency. The response 
phase involves actions that are taken immediately before, during, or directly after an 
emergency occurs, to save lives, minimize damage to property, and enhance the effectiveness 
of recovery. The recovery phase is characterized by activity to return life to normal or 
improved levels. 

Each phase has its own information requirements. Some typical requests are as follow: 
Preparedness 

What are our inventories of emergency resources and where are they located? What local 
jurisdictions may be involved? What scenarios can be generated for training the emergency 
operations center (EOC) and other organizations that will response? What are the cost and 
schedule dimensions of preparedness policies (e.g., stockpiling, contrasting for services, 
critical skills shortages) and what if analysis? 
Mitigation 

What is the nature of hazard? What is the probability of occurrence with various magnitudes 
of adverse effects? What is the area and population-at-risk and their vulnerability? What is the 
cost implication of the risk? What are the time constraints? What alternatives do we have and 
are their consequences? 

Emergency Response 
Have the emergency operations center (EOC) alert procedures been initiated and what is the 
detailed status of the emergency operations center (EOC) mobilization? What situation 
assessment procedures have been initiated? How is the damage reporting system operating? 
What are our inventories of emergency resources and where are they located? What local 
jurisdiction may be involved? What "imminent danger" conditions exist? What key officials 
need to be briefed and what is the required information needed for the briefing? What 
emergency evacuation requirements are there and where? What no-EOC organizations must 
be mobilized for emergency response? Have requirements assessment and legal procedures 
for requesting short-term emergency state and federal assistance been initiated? 

Recovery 
What is the area and population-at-continued-risk and vulnerability? What are the short-, 
medium-, and long-term damages? What are the geographic areas of damage? What are the 
tasks, priorities, budget, and schedule of recovery program? What is status of recovery 
projects along the above dimensions? What are the nature and impact of state and federal aid? 
How safe is safe enough in terms of changing the nature of preparedness policies? What 
recovery assessment procedures have been initiated? How is recovery reporting system 
operating? What lifeline or other critical facilities are affected? What long-term evacuation 



requirements are there and where? What non-EOC organizations assessment ad legal 
procedures for requesting state and federal assistance for recovery been initiated? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 - Comprehensive emergency management. 
Source: Nudell and Antokol (1988) 

2.2 Roles of Geoinformation technology in disaster management 
It is obvious that early emergency warnings considered as one of the indispensable activities 
in preparedness phase plays a crucial role in minimizing the size of vulnerability to hazards. 
For example, Thailand Meteorological Department (Haggar and Yamashita, 2010) enhances 
the public awareness toward natural disaster by supplying weather forecasts and publicizes 
disaster warnings for Thailand using modern technologies in monitoring and forecasting 
activities. In addition, satellite and in situ observation utilized by Indian Ocean Observing 
System for timely weather forecast in the Bay of Bengal enable continuous interpretation to 
decide whether to publish further emergency warning or to issue a normal situation. 
A recent paper by United Nations International Strategy for Disaster Reduction (2004) 
indicated that Geographic Information System (GIS) capturing, storing, checking, integrating, 
analyzing and displaying spatial data is increasingly utilized for hazard and vulnerability 
mapping and analysis as well as applications to disaster risk management measures. Impact of 
natural disasters can be minimized significantly if proper and timely information is available. 
The availability of reliable multi-hazard maps are important, providing relevant information 
essential for community planning and decision making, especially in emergency response, and 
disaster preparedness and mitigation (ACF International, 2009). Moreover, GIS has been used 
for mapping and displaying hazard data, modeling hazard scenarios and displaying the results 
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of loss estimates (FEMA, 2004 cited in Opadeyi, Spence, Miller and Griffith-Charles, 2009). 
Internet and GIS has been gradually combined, thanks to the advance of both technologies, in 
order to release software applications for web-based GIS, providing the mechanism for 
enhancing disaster risk communications and public education. For example, ArcIMS - the 
Internet Map Server from ESRI enables one to create simple map services with pan, zoom and 
simple query functions; AspMap is a web mapping component for embedding spatial data 
access, display and analysis capabilities in Web applications and services; GEO-DATA 
Explorer is used to access, view, and  download information from geo-spatial databases 
containing a broad spectrum of data produced by the USGS and other government agencies; 
Geography Network was created by ESRI providing an internet based forum for viewing and 
accessing spatial data from a variety of commercial and public domain sources; iMapper 
allows ArcView users to display their maps and data to people over the Web in a quick and 
easy fashion without needing a map server (Opadeyi, Spence, Miller and Griffith-Charles, 
2009). 
Ehiorobo and Audu (2006) in their recent research paper showed that Geoinformation 
technology plays a major role in Humanitarian Emergency Response Management and 
Disaster Management. Maps, positions and other attributes about the regions can be captured, 
stored, updated and easily retrieved through the medium of computers and computer network. 
The Global Positioning System (GPS), Remote Sensing and Geo-spatial Information System 
(GIS) can be integrated for quick results and improved decision-making vis-à-vis disaster 
management. 

After a major disaster, decision makers, rescue agencies, and civil defense managers need 
quantitative estimates of the extent of the disaster when data may still not be accessible to the 
outside world. To overcome such an issue, technology can help in many ways. Satellite 
images and existing maps would be the main sources of information (Environmental Systems 
Research Institute, 2006). 
Besides, many recent studies showed that the role of advanced technology such as satellite 
imagery, multimedia, and the Internet are dramatically employed in post-disaster response 
stage. A recent study of shadow analysis techniques in damage detection from QuickBird 
imagery, Vu et al.(2004a) concluded that being the first 60 cm commercial satellite, owned 
and operated by DigitalGlobe, QuickBird could provide very high spatial resolution imageries 
and enough detailed information for urban mapping and hence, it also presents more complex 
scene of urban areas which can be used for the detection of collapsed buildings; for example, 
the change of buildings structures caused by an earthquake. 
One of the helpful sources to provide crucial information on our planet is Envisat Earth 
Observation data. Envisat’s largest single instrument is the Advanced Synthetic Aperture 
Radar (ASAR). Two or more radar images over the same area can be combined to detect 
changes occurring between acquisitions – a remote sensing technique called Interferometric 
Synthetic Aperture Radar, or InSAR. Precise measurements – down to a scale of a few 
millimeters – can be detected across wide areas. This has proven to be a very useful tool in the 
area of disaster management. In 2004, an earthquake and subsequent tsunami hit Southeast 
Asia, radar data from Envisat was used to observe changes in land of stricken coastal regions. 
Under the International Charter ‘Space and Major Disasters’, rapid access to satellite data is 
given to aid workers and scientists in the large-scale disaster events. Envisat data has been 
used for this purpose continuously over the last decade. When an earthquake hit L’Aquila, 
Italy, in 2009, scientists exploited radar data to map the movement of Earth during and after 
the 6.3 earthquake. In 2011, Envisat helped mapping the surface deformations caused by the 



magnitude-9 earthquake in Japan. Further contribution to disaster relief, Envisat data can be 
used to generate essential maps of flooded areas. In 2010, flooding in Pakistan affected tens of 
millions of people. Under the International Charter 'Space and Major Disasters' maps were 
created using Envisat radar data to show exactly how far the flood water has spread, enabling 
rescue teams on the ground to identify the best way to access those stranded and in need. This 
was especially important because the flood had affected such a vast area. More recently, 
Envisat radar imagery was used to map flooded areas in and around Campos dos Goytacezes, 
Brazil (European Space Agency, 2012). 
Disaster mitigation requires an up-to-date and reliable building inventory database for damage 
assessment which can be only effectively acquired using remote sensing. In addition to 
imagery either optical or radar, LIDAR (Light Detection And Ranging) is also a good option. 
LiDAR, an active optical remote sensing technology, providing very dense point clouds with 
X, Y, Z coordinates and pulse intensity is proposed as primary data for a better flowchart of 
updating, avoiding slowly updated through conventional procedure comprising the compiling 
aerial photographs, manually or semi-automatic updating GIS database and manually 
inputting attributes from submitted documents (Vu et al., 2004b). 
In the present era of electronic communication, the internet provides a useful platform for 
disaster mitigation communications. It provides a new and potentially revolutionary option for 
the rapid, automatic, and global dissemination of disaster information. A number of individual 
and groups, including several national meteorological services, are experimenting with the 
internet for real-time dissemination of weather observation, forecasts, satellite and other data. 
In the most critical phase of natural disasters electronic communication has provided the most 
effective and in some instances perhaps the only means of communication with the outside 
world (Vyas and Desai 2007). In addition, Gruntfest and Weber (1998) indicated that internet 
communication enables people involved with reducing environmental risks or mitigating 
disasters including earthquakes, volcanoes, floods to communicate quickly and effectively 
and allows emergency managers to communicate with colleagues with no geographic 
limitations. Furthermore, the Internet may also help relay information to the public in time of 
disaster (e.g., warning and evacuation details or who contact for assistance) and be beneficial 
in emergency management by providing comprehensive data resources and increasing 
professionalism because of sharing of expertise. Besides, Fischer's research (1988) described 
that multimedia, the Internet, Web sites and e-mail are all part of a constantly changing, 
emerging array of the new information technologies which are being applied to public 
information and emergency personnel training activities and utilized as a means of 
communication among emergency management professionals as well as disaster researchers 
in the academy. 

2.3 Geographic information system (GIS) deployment in disaster response 
It is clear that GIS shows its importance in damage mitigation of pre-disaster phase such as 
emergency warning, hazard prediction modeling, hazard mapping, and public education as 
well as post-disaster phase. Some advanced GIS technologies such as IPAWS, Maptel, 
MapAction or open source platforms such as Local Project Database (LPD), Ushahidi, and 
Sahana Eden utilized in earthquake response and recovery stages have remarkably contributed 
in disaster management and shown great promises. 

2.3.1 IPAWS 
It is obvious that sending timely alert and warning information to public saves lives and 
minimizes the loss of property before disasters struck. One of the disaster relief planning 
systems that has effectively applied advanced technology and currently been using in the 



United States of America is the Integrated Public Alert and Warning System (IPAWS). The 
IPAWS designed to provide official alert and warning information for the public about serious 
emergency is a reliable, integrated, effective and comprehensive system and currently used by 
Federal Emergency Management System (FEMA) of the United States of America. 
Integrated Public Alert and Warning System (IPAWS) has been using the Common Alerting 
Protocol (CAP) and adopted by Federal Emergency Management System FEMA. The 
Common Alerting Protocol (CAP) is a simple, flexible data interchange format for collecting 
and distributing “all-hazard” safety notifications and emergency warnings over information 
networks and public alerting systems and provides compatibility with all kinds of information 
and public alerting systems, including those designed for multilingual and access and 
functional needs populations (FEMA, 2012). 

Integrated Public Alert and Warning System (IPAWS) enables authorities to send alerting 
message using commercial software which is compliant with Open Platform for Emergency 
Network (OPEN) standards. Some key features of IPAWS are listed as follows. 
- One input, Multiple outputs: Once an alerting message is input and authenticated, it is 
immediately delivered via multiple communication pathways such as the Emergency Alert 
System, commercial mobile services, Internet services, National Weather Services, state and 
local alerting systems, and alerting technologies for persons with access and functional needs. 
- Geo-targeted: Integrated Public Alert and Warning System (IPAWS) is deployed to ensure 
that warning information will be able to reach all people in potentially affected geographic 
areas. For instance, alerting authorities can design location-specific alert that are scaled to 
cover the potentially affected geographic areas such as state or local level, and it depends on 
the delivery capacities of the public dissemination system. 

- Standardized Messaging Format: Since Integrated Public Alert and Warning System 
(IPAWS) uses the Common Alerting Protocol (CAP) digital messages format for public and 
private emergency alerts can be sent via multiple communications pathways such as broadcast 
TV and radio, cable and satellite TV and radio, mobile/cellular and wireless devices, and 
emerging technology. 
- Rich content with multimedia: In addition to emergency alert-required data, CAP alerts 
delivered by IPAWS may carry rich information such as images, audio, video, geospatial data, 
etc., that alert originators may include and disseminators may utilize to provide supplemental 
information to their audiences (FEMA, 2012). The Figure 2 below presents IPAWS 
Architectural Diagram and Operation. 

As can be seen from the Figure 2, authorities from federal, state, territorial, tribal and local 
write their own alerting message and send to IPAWS, and the message is then authenticated 
by the IPAWS open platform for emergency network and delivered to multiple alert 
disseminators (public alerting systems) including Emergency Alert System, Commercial 
Mobile Services, Internet Service, National Oceanic and Atmosphere Administration, 
State/Local Unique Alerting Systems, and Future technologies. 

- IPAWS alerts can be transmitted by the Emergency Alert System, using AM, FM, and 
satellite radio, broadcast, cable, and satellite TV. 

- The Commercial Mobile Alert System (CMAS) can deliver geographically targeted 
messages to customers using a CMAS enabled mobile device to alert imminent threats 
in their area. Cellular mobile service providers will get and route IPAWS alerts to cell 
towers in the affected area. 



- Internet Services including public and private sector services disseminate and monitor 
alerts through web based applications, email, instant messaging, social media, and 
RSS/ATOM feeds.  

- The National Weather Service operates the All-Hazards Emergency Message 
Collection System (HazCollect) to deliver “Non-Weather Emergency Messages” 
(NWEMs) through the National Oceanic and Atmosphere Administration (NOAA) 
Weather Radio and other National Weather Service (NWS) dissemination services. 
IPAWS is the sole automated system for routing alerts to HazCollect (FEMA, 2012). 

- State/Local Unique Alerting System such as emergency telephone networks, sirens, 
and digital road signs could also be configured to get alerts from IPAWS. 

 
Figure 2 - IPAWS architecture (Source: FEMA, 2012) 

2.3.2 Maptel 
According to Environmental Systems Research Institute (2006), a further step in advanced 
technology implementation uses the satellite communications-observation data. The mobile 
GIS mapping and global positioning system (GPS) connected to the hardware servers and data 
enables the established command center to reach decision makers, the media, and other 
information users. The Australia-based company Maptel is developing commandmap, a new 
system incorporating the use of GIS technology in real time with wireless technology to 
provide dynamic data exchange from field team to command center and other emergency 
service providers (Figure 3). 
In other words, Maptel implements a mobile mapping and geographic information system 
(GIS) technology that provides database access, mapping, GIS, and global positioning system 
(GPS) integration to users out in the field via handheld and mobile devices (Maptel, 2009). 



With mobile mapping capabilities in the real time by using ArcPad, Maptel has significantly 
contributed in success of disaster response and relief in 2004 Indian Ocean 
earthquake/tsunami disaster. 

 
Figure 3 - The Commandmap project enables advanced technology to be used in 

emergency management. 
Source : Maptel (2009) 

2.3.3 MapAction 
Proper and timely information is prerequisite for volunteers and organizations before 
deploying their aid and mitigation in post-disaster stage. It seems that the information about 
the location of people who are in greatest need, the organizations undertaking the activities 
already, or the locations of relief resources should be known in advance. 
An example of advanced GIS technology deployment is applied by MapAction - a United 
Kingdom (UK) company limited by guarantee and registered with the Charity Commission. 
This charity is based in the United Kingdom (UK) and supports humanitarian operations 
through the provision of data collection and mapping capabilities in the field. Figure 4 shows 
the main information flow diagram that is putting into practice. While dispatching staff to a 
disaster area, pre-disaster mapping data is gathered and analyzed at the UK base. At the same 
time, remote-sensing imagery is obtained from the Earth Observation Satellite and the 
information is shared through communications satellite with the Internet and telephones. The 
field team starts collecting information using the mobile GIS mapping and GPS and sends the 
information back to the base. This fills one of the most important information gaps, namely, 



the location of people affected and critical infrastructures such as hospitals. (Environmental 
Systems Research Institute, 2006). 
The annual Report and Financial Statement (MapAction 2011) highlighted that the objective 
of MapAction is "using Geographic Information Systems and dedicated real time mapping, 
the preservation of life and the relief of suffering anywhere in the world by developing and 
providing technical assistance to any organization operating in humanitarian or human 
development settings including the practical application of geographical systems and related 
methods to improve information management and decision making to beneficiary 
organizations and relevant research development authorized trading training advocacy and 
promotional activity". 

 
Figure 4 - MapAction and its technology usage diagram. 

Source: MapAction (2011) 
In every new emergency, MapAction (2011) response is well practiced and rapid for:  

Mobilization. A string of alert stages has a team ready to move within hours. 
Field base. A team is deployed to the disaster zone, often as part of a United Nations 
Assessment and Coordination mission. Field Base Team forms a crucial information-sharing 
hub in the field. 



Situation data gathering. Reports are received from a wide range of sources, collated, 
analyzed and mapped, to answer the most crucial operational questions such as: "where are 
displaced people moving to?", or "what logistics capacity is needed to reach them?". 

Map distribution. Situation maps, updated daily, are issued to aid agencies at the scene. 
There is invariably great demand for maps on paper. But the information is also distributed 
electronically, for upload to websites and as data feeds for other GIS users. 
Mission handover. After the crucial first two to three weeks of an emergency, maps and data 
are then handed over to national or UN organizations for the recovery phase. 
Alongside the provision of assistance to other crises and training aid volunteers for United 
Nations and Red Cross agencies, MapAction marked its milestone in disaster management by 
fulfilling two missions in 2004 Indian Ocean Earthquake disaster and devastating Japan 
earthquake and tsunami disaster in March 2011. 

2.3.4 Local Project Database 
One of the database software tools utilized as a bridge to provide information sharing needs 
between local organizations and international agency in 2004 Indian Ocean Earthquake 
disaster is Local Project Database (LPD) - developed by Development Gateway foundation. 
Local Project Database tool was used to coordinate international relief and construction 
efforts to capture and share knowledge in 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami disaster mitigation. 
Afterwards, LPD has been used by organizations in Colombia, Mauritania, Morocco, Poland, 
Romania and the USA (Environmental Systems Research Institute 2006). 
The Local Projects Database (Development Gateway Foundation 2004) is a web-based tool 
for managing records on development assistance activities financed and/or implemented by 
development partners in a particular country. This open source java based application allows 
inserting, maintaining and exchanging project data in a server cluster environment. The main 
purpose of LPD tool is to allow organizations to enter data on a specific development activity 
or project. That data is stored in the LPD database and then it can be retrieved and consulted 
for future needs. LPD's main features could be listed as following: 

 Project Data Capture Tool - project data could be input from various local sources by 
the LPD host organizations. 

 Project Search Tool - searching available projects in the database. 
 Organization Management - adding, editing, verifying organization's information. 
 Person/Contact Management - adding, editing, deleting personal information. 
 Sending a Project by e-Mail – sharing project information within agencies or with 

other organizations. 
 Statistics - showing short statistics by sectors, country and status. 
 Registration, Login and Preferences Management - signing in, changing password, 

recovering password. 
 Admin Tools – approving or rejecting projects; adding, editing, deleting organizations 

and person; sending projects by emails, viewing statistics, changing passwords with 
administrative permission. 



 
Figure 5 - LPD Demo Site  

(Source: Development Gateway Foundation 2012) 

As mentioned above, the Project Data Capture Tool helps input data for a new project. The 
tool needs to fill in a list of components such as Identification, Planning, Locations, Sectors, 
Components, Funding and other Contribution, Related Projects, Implementing Organizations, 
Executing Organizations, Description Objectives Beneficiaries, Document and Resources, 
Other Persons Involved, Project Notes. Each component undertakes a specific role in LPD 
database. 

For instance, the project Identification and Planning information must be required such as 
project title, project ID, proposed approval date, actual approval date, proposed closing date, 
actual closing date, status and an area to allow for project extension date and comments. 
The second component is the group of Location/Sectors/Components page. The Location 
module shows the places where the project, the project sectors, categories and its components 
have been working in. These areas could be world region, country, region, county, town, or 
village. 
Sectors shows which parts of the economy are impacted by the activity such as health, water 
supply and sanitation, other social infrastructure and services transport and services, 
communications, energy generation and supply, forestry, agriculture, fishing, industry, trade, 
construction, tourism etc. 
A project might contain several components which are able to associate with various fields; 
for example, some parts associate with environment assessment whereas others relate to 
technical assistance. Furthermore, these components could come from different financing 
sources and different locations and schedules. The category includes organization types (non - 
profit, government and for - profit organizations) that are working in the project. 

The Funding and other Contributions and Related Projects tool enable adding organizations 
that support fund for that project and provide the link to other related projects in that domain. 

Implementing Organization module permits the enumeration of organizations and persons 
involved in the project. 



 The Executing Organizations, Description, Objectives, Beneficiaries tool enables choosing 
the organizations which are direct recipients of funds supported by a funding agency of the 
project, declares the project's main objectives and provides the specific description of project. 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 6 - Funding, Relat ions with Other Projects and Implement ing 
Organizat ions 

(Source: Development Gateway Foundation 2012) 

The following figure presents one of the examples of demo projects in order to demonstrate 
LPD capacity of database management in coordinating and deploying disaster mitigation 
efforts. 

 
Figure 7 - LPD Demo Project 

(Source: Development Gateway Foundation 2012) 



2.3.5 Ushahidi 
Ushahidi means “witness” in Swahili. The first Ushahidi platform was released during 
Kenya’s post-election violence in January 2008. It enables individuals and groups to 
collaborate in making live multi-media maps and use for all kinds of projects. For instance, 
the Ushahidi platform has been implemented for projects focusing on local governance, 
environmental monitoring, public health mapping, human rights monitoring, citizen-based 
election observation, nonviolent protests, disaster response and crisis mapping (Anahi 2011). 

Based on Ushahidi platform, disaster management managers and emergency response 
practitioners can track users' reports on the map and timeline. Three key features of Ushahidi 
platform are well-known as dynamic timeline, interactive mapping, and multiple data stream. 
Dynamic timeline helps track users' reports on the map and over time. Data can be filtered by 
time and incidents can be visualized whenever and wherever, as it's tied to the map. 
Interactive mapping enables visualizing reported information on Ushahidi map by rich 
information mapping tools. With multiple data streams the Ushahidi Platform accepts 
gathering information via multimedia such as text messages, email, twitter, iPhone, Android 
and web-forms. 
The Ushahidi platform has been used worldwide by experts and organizations. For instance, 
in 2010, to response to the earthquake in Haiti, Patrick Meier who worked as Director of 
Crisis Mapping at Ushahidi launched a joint effort between Ushahidi, The Fletcher School of 
Law and Diplomacy at Tufts University, The United Nations Office for the Coordination of 
Humanitarian Affairs and the International Network of Crisis Mappers to start the Haiti 
Implementation (Monica 2010). Only a month after the Haiti earthquake, the 2010 earthquake 
in Chile prompted Patrick Meier to launch Ushahidi-Chile within hours of the initial quake 
(Jonathan 2010). Later, in the February 6th 2010 North American winter storms, the 
Washington Post and the web development company PICnet used the software to create a site 
mapping blocked roads and other information (Anand 2010). In addition, by using Ushahidi 
the Christchurch recovery Map website was launched less than 24 hours after the 22nd 
February Earthquake in Christchurch, New Zealand. Every incoming information that 
contains a fact and a location gathered via Twitter messages, SMS messages and email is 
categorized and plotted onto a map. The site maps locations of services such as food, water, 
toilets, fuel, ATMs, and medical care (Tim 2011). 

The default Ushahidi homepage (Figure 8) contains different modules and each module 
undertakes a variety of tasks: 

 The Map 
 The Categories 
 The Timeline 
 The Static Layers 
 The Report Box 
 The Incidents List 
 The Official and Mainstream News 



Figure 8 - Ushahidi homepage 
Furthermore, there is a toolbar with four navigation items above the Ushahidi homepage, 
reaching to other different pages: Home, Reports, Submit the Report, Contact Us. 
Finally, on the upper right corner of the toolbar there are three additional buttons: Submit a 
report, Languages, Search (Figure 9). 

 
Figure 9 - Ushahidi homepage's main toolbar 



Moreover, additional boxes such as a Twitter box, a picture box, or a Google finder box can 
be customized and added to homepage. As a whole, every section of Ushahidi homepage 
undertakes a particular task. 

The Map  
Ushahidi map (Figure 10) - an interactive map, allowing efficient visualization and even 
mapping customization consists of four parts the base map, the zoom bar, the dots 
representing the reports, and the layers button. 

 
Figure 10 - Ushahidi map 

The Ushahidi Map allows exploiting Yahoo Maps, Virtual Earth Maps, Google Maps or open 
source OpenStreet Map as the base map. However, if reporters decide to use Virtual Earth or 
Yahoo Map, they cannot add or remove or change anything in the map itself, like names of 
streets, or locations of buildings (Anahi 2011). On the upper right side of the map there is the 
blue button, called the Layer button (Figure 11). This button enables adding, removing the 
reports layer on the Map itself, and changing the base layer from one type of map to another 
in order to have the satellite view. 

 
Figure 11 - Ushahidi map's base layer 



On the map the red dots describe reports sent to Ushahidi platform and the location of 
reported incident. Reports in the same place would be clustered and shown as larger dots with 
a specific number on it. This particular number indicates that how many reports are submitted 
for incident at that location. 
The Zoom bar on the right side of the map could be used to zoom in and out. The way reports 
are clustered is by proximity; the more the map is zoomed out, the more reports are 
aggregated, while the more you zoom in, the more reports will separate one from another and 
appear as a single dot. Once a marker is clicked, an info window will appear showing the title 
of that report. Similarly, once there is a click on a clustered dot, the list of titles of all reports 
in that area will appear (Figure 12). If reporters then click on the title, the platform will 
forward to the report page where reporters will be able to read the entire description of the 
report (Anahi 2011). 

 
Figure 12 - Ushahidi map's report 

The Categories: the category is the list on the right side of the map. The category shows 
various kinds of information which users desire to monitor (Figure 13). 

Each category can have a sub-category and reporters can define as many sub-categories as 
they want. For the purpose of displaying several categories but keeping the site design simple, 
the sub-category will not appear automatically but will appear by clicking on the main 
category they belong to. 

Each category might include many sub-categories, depending reporters' monitoring. Due to 
the default setting with simple designing and displaying, the sub-category may not 
automatically show. Only when the main category is activated, the sub-category would appear 
on the list. 



 
Figure 13 - Categories 

The list of categories and the map work together. For instance, all the reports of incidents 
submitted to Ushahidi platform will be displayed on the map when there is a selection on all 
categories. However, if there is only a selection on a certain category or sub-category, the 
map will display the reports involved in that particular category or sub-category. The color of 
the dots or icons previously assigned to a specific category or sub-category would probably be 
the same on the map. 
The Timeline: the Timeline is a timetable below the map, displaying the number of reports 
mapped over time and indicating the overall scenario of the reports from the beginning of the  
deployment to the current day as a static graph by default setting. 

The timeline can work together with the map, shifting the default, static visualization to a 
dynamic visualization displaying the reports as they were added to the system. The two boxes 
located in between the timeline and the map enables inserting the dates in order to view the 
published reports in a given period of time. This will help set the time interval that reporters 
want to look at and only the dots representing the reports inserted in that time range will be 
shown on the map (Anahi 2011). The Play button allows showing an animation of the reports 
submitted over time and space over a certain period of time (Figure 14). 

 
Figure 14 - Timeline of events 



The Static Layers: Static layers are helpful in representing fundamental layers such as 
different regions, states, provinces, and other demographic information in order to avoid 
considering that information as incidents (Figure 15). The static layers could come from the 
KML or KZL files which hold information about static points or areas on the map; for 
example, these static points can represent shelters, warehouses, hospitals or risk areas. 

Moreover, it is possible to add other general information that may help provide additional 
context to the real time information gathered on the ground. The Ushahidi platform provides 
the means to include, and abstract this information from reports as well as the option for 
reporters to toggle this information on or off (Anahi 2011). 

 
Figure 15 - Static layers.  

Source: Anahi (2011) 
Report box: Below the categories the Reporting box shows how to submit the reports to 
platform (Figure 16). By default setting, Ushahidi provides three main ways to report 
information directly into the platform:  

 Using an application (iPhone or Android). 
 Sending email. 
 Filling in online forms via the website. 

Moreover, Ushahidi allows more types of submissions such as SMS and Twitter. 



 
Figure 16 - How to report 

The Incidents list: The Incidents List Box (Figure 17) locates below the Timeline, displaying 
the list of reports in chronological order starting from the most recent events. The list presents 
the title of the report, the location, and the date the report has been submitted, or the date 
referred to the incident occurred. 
Once the title might be chosen, reporters will be forwarded to the Report Page where reporters 
will be able to see the description of the incident and all the specific information of the 
occurred incident. 

  

Figure 17 - Incidents list  
The Official and Mainstream News: The Ushahidi platform (Anahi 2011) provides the ability 
to subscribe to RSS feeds from other websites and to display them on reporters website. This 
feature is optional but in some projects, particularly those that may be actively covered by the 
mainstream media or bloggers, it can be useful to provide additional context about user's 
project without having to include related but not actionable content on user's map. The news 
will be displayed with their title, source and date. The news which users will see into this box 
are Feeds coming from different website, blogs, twitter accounts, or anything relevant that the 
manager of the platform decided to subscribe to. The list (Figure 18) shows the title of the 
report [1], the source [2], and the date it has been submitted [3]. This box works like a Google 



Reader, and by choosing on the title of the news reporters will be directed to the original 
source of the information. 

 
Figure 18 - Official and mainstream news (Source: Anahi 2011) 

As can be seen from Figure 19, the complete report details from the report page include all of 
the information as follows: visualization on the map, date, time and location of the incident, 
categories, verification status, description, comments added by users, additional reports 
related to that event. 

In addition, there is a small function on the top of the Comment Box that allows the viewer to 
give scores to the report by saying if he/she trust it or not. This function is not going to affect 
the verification of the report, or of the comment, but can give to the administrator and to the 
user an idea of what people reading that comment think about its credibility (Anahi 2011). 

 
Figure 19 - Report informat ion 

 



Submit Report page 
As mention above (How to report), there are several ways to submit report directly into the 
platform: using an application (iPhone or Android), sending emails, filling in online forms via 
the website, sending SMS and Twitter. 
The simple way to submit the report to an Ushahidi platform is filling in online forms via the 
website. 
The entire page of “Submit a Report” contains 10 items in which reporters can contribute 
required information (Figure 20) as the following: 
a. Title  f. Refine Location Name and Find Location tab 

b. Description g. News Source Link 
c. Date and Time  h. External Video Link 

d. Category  i. Upload Photos 
e. Map  j. Optional Information  

 
Figure 20 - Submit a report page 

[a] 

[b] 

[c] 

[d] 

[e] 

[f] 

[h] 

[i] 

[j] [g] 



Title: The title should be shortly described about events provided by reporters (usually no 
more than one sentence) expressing a general idea of what happened and where. 
Description: Unlike the title item, the description item allows reporters to depict more details 
about the incident occurred.  
Date & Time: This item indicates the date and time of the event occurred, rather than the date 
of reports is submitted. 
Category: The category item enables reporter to categorize the incidents by type. It is possible 
to select many categories at the same time when filling in the report, but at least one category 
type must be chosen. 

Map: The map enables reporters to report the location of incidents. For instance, Ushahidi 
platform agree reporters to find the location of the event on the map and place the red marker 
at the right position where they are satisfied. Even when the name of the street, address, or 
GPS coordinates have not been known yet, the reporter can also find the location on the map. 
Then, the coordinates and points will be automatically trapped on the Ushahidi map. 
Moreover, the Ushahidi map provides reporters with Zoom bar to accurately place the marker 
at correct location. 
Refine Location Name and Find Location tab: One of the most crucial pieces of information 
to be inserted into the report is the location of the event. If the location of event has been 
already known, the reporter can enter the longitude and latitude coordinate in the box below 
the map named Find Location. The red marker will then automatically move to that location 
of incidents. 

If the GPS coordinates of event is not available, but the reporter knows the name of location, 
it is possible to find precise location by writing the city or street name in the box beside “Find 
Location” tab. Then the Ushahidi map will automatically geocode to convert an address given 
by reporters into latitude and longitude and place the red marker on the map in the precisely 
found location. 
News Source Link: The box enables inserting an additional URL address 

External Video Link: Ushahidi platform allows reporters to add a video link by providing a 
URL to a video hosted elsewhere (such as Youtube) related to the incident occurred or the 
event reported. 
Uploads Photo: Uploading a photo relevant to the incident reported 

Additional Information: personal information such as first name, last name and email address 
should be attached with the report. The information should be included because in the case 
there is some missed information or mistakes in the report, the administrator could 
immediately contact the reporter for verification. 

Submission Button: Used for adding the report to the administration queue for approval after 
all forms has been filled out. Before approval the system will check and ask the reporter to fix 
the mistakes if there are missed pieces of information or mistakes in the report. 

2.3.6 Sahana Eden 
The word "Sahana" means "relief" or "compassionate help" in Sinhala, one of the Sri Lanka 
languages. Sahana Software was initially innovated by the information technology (IT) 
community in Sri Lanka to help the country recover after the 2004 Indian Ocean earthquake 
and tsunami. The Sahana community has gradually grown in order to cooperate with 



emergency and disaster management practitioners, university professionals, and volunteers in 
the software development process.  
Sahana Eden (Emergency Development ENvironment) is a flexible humanitarian platform 
with a rich feature set which can be rapidly customized to adapt to existing processes and 
integrate with existing systems to provide effective solutions for critical humanitarian needs 
management either prior to or during a crisis. In addition, Sahana Eden’s features are 
designed to help Disaster and Emergency Management practitioners to better mitigate, 
prepare for, respond to and recover from disasters more effectively and efficiently. Moreover, 
Sahana Eden is highly configurable so that it can be used in a wide variety of different 
contexts and easy to modify in order to build custom solutions. Different levels of support are 
available from both the voluntary community and professional companies. Especially, Sahana 
Eden can be accessed from the web or locally from a flash drive, allowing it to be used in 
environments with poor Internet. Local & Web versions can be configured to synchronize to 
allow data to be shared between them (Sahana Software Foundation 2011). 
Sahana Eden provides a number of different modules such as organization registry, project 
tracking, human resource, inventory, asset, assessment map and shelter management (Figure 
21). The main aim of Sahana Eden is to support disaster management managers with tools to 
minimize the negative effects from devastating disasters through tracking the needs of the 
affected victims and coordinating emergency agencies and aid resources. 

 

Figure 21 - Sahana Eden homepage (Source: SSF 2011) 



Organization Registry 
Many diverse organizations are involved in Disaster Management, from responding to 
disasters to strengthening communities to providing support to people in need. Sahana Eden’s 
Organization Registry can track which organizations are active in different contexts, 
providing opportunities for collaboration and coordination. After the 2010 earthquake in 
Haiti, Sahana Eden managed a list of 696 organizations which were all providing assistance to 
the affected population. This included Government Departments, Non-Government 
Organizations (NGO), United Nations (UN) Agencies and Corporations (Sahana Software 
Foundation 2011). 

The Organization Registry provides organizations with useful functionality to manage their 
offices, warehouse and field sites included their location so that these organizations could link 
to other modules such as human resources, assets and inventory and map their locations. 

Project Tracking 
Based on database management Sahana Eden helps agencies know who is doing what already, 
where their location is and when will they finish. That great assistance contributes 
significantly to disaster mitigation and aid coordination among organizations and with others 
who are involved in the same work. 

The Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) (Sahana Software Foundation 2011) uses Sahana Eden to 
provide a coalition of organizations a platform to share information on which projects they are 
engaged within the Asia Pacific region as shown in Figure 22. There is now information of 
881 projects which is publicly available to communities, stakeholders and decision makers to 
facilitate cooperation and planning and to identify gaps and overlaps. 

 

Figure 22 - Project Tracking 

(Source: SSF 2011) 

Human Resources 
It is obvious that human resource is the most important factor of disaster management 
activity. It does not matter who they are whether they come from an academic environment or 
staff working for different international agencies or community volunteers, the human 



resource module can track all of them, manage where they are, record what skills they have in 
order to ensure that they will be distributed with the suitable works. 
Sahana Eden can also be used to provide a contact list to ensure that the right people can be 
contacted at the right time. The Portuguese Volunteer Firefighters used Sahana Eden to help 
the management of various teams including tracking their experience, training and evaluations 
as a solution for managing credentialing of their volunteers (Sahana Software Foundation 
2011). 

Inventory  
Whether organizations are supplying basic essentials of life to people affected by natural 
disasters or giving communities the tools they need to restore their livelihoods, Sahana Eden 
can be used to manage inventories of items and match requests for items with warehouses and 
other facilities which have them available as illustrated in Figure 23. Operationally, Sahana 
Eden can be used to record and automate transactions for sending and receiving shipments. 
Moreover, Sahana Eden can support multiple Catalogs of Items as well as providing 
alternative items to ensure more effective use of supplies. Sahana Eden can be configured to 
automatically load both a generic list of items and/or the International Federation of Red 
Cross and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC) Emergency Item Catalog. The HELIOS Foundation 
is utilizing Sahana Eden to allow different Humanitarian NGOs to share inventory 
information to improve operational efficiency by facilitating the utilization of surplus items 
and coordinating procurement of new items (Sahana Software Foundation 2011). 

 

Figure 23 - Inventory (Source: SSF 2011) 

Assets 
It is necessary to record a variety of asset tool for response to disaster; for example, vehicles 
to transport victims and aid items, radio equipment to support communication where 
telecommunication infrastructure might be damaged, and generators to produce backup 
power. For that reasons, Sahana Eden is utilized to manage assets, track where they are, who 



they have been issued to, and what condition they are in to be sure that assets are used 
effectively and efficiently. 
The Resource Mapping System was deployed by the International Federation of Red Cross 
and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC) using Sahana Eden to provide visibility on the assets of 
national Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies. This prepares the Red Cross movement to 
respond more effectively to disasters with the assets they need (Sahana Software Foundation, 
2011). 

Assessments 
Sahana Eden can be used to collect and analyze information from assessments to help 
organizations more effectively plan their disaster management activities (Figure 24). Different 
assessment templates can easily be designed and imported into Sahana Eden to support 
assessments for different organizations in different contexts. In addition, data can either be 
entered into an interactive web form or imported via an Excel template. In order to help 
decision makers effectively use the information collected in assessments, Sahana Eden 
provides a range of analysis including custom reports, graphs and maps (Sahana Software 
Foundation 2011). 

 

Figure 24 - Assessment (Source: SSF 2011) 

Scenarios & Events 
To respond to newly sudden disasters, Sahana Eden can be used to suppose various trends of 
the event, and then responders could propose what human resources, asset, facilities and 
relevant tasks can be mobilized to effectively and quickly react. 

Whenever an incident occurs, possible events can be designed from a scenario model to be 
able to deploy the resource 



Map 

It is said that the most important functionality of Sahana Eden platform is fully integrated 
mapping, supporting visualization of any location-based data on the map (Figure 25). 

Maps provide situational awareness which is essential when either planning to prepare for or 
respond to a disaster. Sahana Eden supports many standard formats for overlaying data on 
maps from other sources and Geographical Information Systems (GIS), for example natural 
hazard risks, population or weather (Sahana Software Foundation 2011). 

 

Figure 25 - Sahana Eden Map (Source: SSF 2011) 

Shelter Management 
It is supposed that disasters suddenly occur on a large scale and cause population 
displacement, tracking and planning suitable landscape for shelters and knowing shelters' 
capacity is a crucial task. The Shelter Registry allows registering newly built shelters, 
managing shelter information and tracking coming and leaving victims. Furthermore, personal 
information such as name, age, status health, and other specific information of population 
demographics can also be saved in the Shelter Registry. 

Messaging  
It is obvious that maintaining communication between aid agencies, volunteers, and users is 
critical in the complicated situation such as large-scale disasters. Sahana Eden allows sending 
messages by Email, SMS, Twitter and Google Talk. 



Distribution Groups can be set up to allow messages to be easily sent to many people at once. 
Moreover, users are able to search for specific information and subscribe to receive update 
messages when new information is added. Interactive messages can also be set up to allow 
people to send short message queries to Sahana Eden and receive automatic responses 
(Sahana Software Foundation 2011). 

Since Sahana Eden was designed to manage information in large-scale disasters, it was 
deployed in 2010 Haiti earthquake and 2011 Japan earthquake response. The aim of Sahana 
Eden deployment in Haiti and Japan is to prevent chaos, distribute aid resources or medical 
supplies to the affected people in the right quantity in order to minimize human suffering and 
save lives as large-scale disaster relief activities would involve hundreds of humanitarian 
agencies with massive amount of data. 

2010 Haiti Earthquake Response 
In the afternoon of 12 January 2010, a 7.0 magnitude earthquake struck the poverty-stricken 
Caribbean nation of Haiti. The impact of the earthquake, occurring just south of the densely 
populated capital of Port-au-Prince, was devastating as scores of multi-stories concrete 
structures in the capital and surrounding municipalities collapsed, killing tens of thousands 
instantly, injuring and trapping thousands of others beneath the rubble (APCICT 2010). 

The loss of life, building, and damage estimates was shocking but trained response 
organizations went into action immediately. The Sahana Software Foundation and the Sahana 
community immediately responded to the earthquake in Haiti, working around the clock to set 
up a hosted instance of Sahana (the first deployment of Sahana's python-language version – 
SahanaPy) on a public website that served to fill gaps in the information management 
requirements of the relief operation. The Sahana Haiti 2010 Earthquake Disaster Response 
Portal - a live and active website hosted at http://haiti.sahanafoundation.org provided the 
following functionality according to the cyclical and evolving needs of the responders 
(Prutsalis et al. 2010). 
"Organization Registry (OR): In the first 48 hours after the earthquake, what the responders 
wanted to know was who else was responding, which organizations already had staff in Haiti 
that could assist, where they were located, and what assets and resources they had available to 
them. Sahana's Organization Registry served to track organizations and offices working on 
the ground in Haiti. The OR provided a searchable database of organizations responding to 
the disaster, the sector where they are providing services, their office locations, activities and 
their contact details. It became one of the primary repositories of organization, office and 
contact information for the relief operation during the first couple of weeks of the response. 
Organizations were encouraged to self-register and report their office locations or to simply 
send the Sahana team by e-mail their office or lists of offices and volunteers were organized 
to assist data entry and to aggregate lists from many sources. Data from pre-disaster lists of 
organizations working in Haiti available from United Nations Office for the Coordination of 
Humanitarian Affairs (UN OCHA), as well as active contact lists used by United Nations 
Disaster Assessment Coordination (UNDAC), InterAction and other sources of official and 
accurate points of contact were entered into Sahana. 

Request Management System (RMS): The next priority for responders was to know where 
relief and life-saving efforts were needed. To address this, Sahana provided a simple Request 
Management System (RMS) where the requests for assistance (such as "send water") were 
made visible to relief organizations working on the ground. Sahana added the capability for 
organizations to claim requests for fulfillment and later mark them as completed. The RMS 
also contained a simple ticketing, tracking and reporting system. 



The RMS was later adapted for use in helping to manage requests for assistance, resources, 
staff, medical supplies for the Hospital Management System and for the Food Request Portal. 
Hospital Management System (HMS): During the second week of the relief operation, there 
were requests coming from all directions seeking to identify the location and operating status 
of hospitals and medical facilities within Haiti. Sahana organized a volunteer effort to geo-
locate approximately 100 hospitals with names by unknown coordinates over a 24 hours 
period. The results of this effort added over 160 hospitals to the Sahana registry that had been 
set up to manage medical and health facility capacity and needs assessment. A KML feed of 
Sahana’s hospital location data remained the most accurate and complete source of operating 
hospital facilities throughout the first two months of the relief operation and was accessed by 
thousands of users worldwide. 

Persons Registry (PR): The Persons Registry serves as the main repository of all person-
specific contact information for Sahana, including registered Sahana users and organization 
staff. It is utilized and referenced virtually all other Sahana registries as the place where name, 
address, and contact information are stored for person entities. 

Shelter Registry (SR): A Shelter Registry was populated with data pulled from other sources 
through open standards for data exchange identifying the locations of temporary 
encampments spontaneously and/or systematically setting up to provide temporary shelter for 
the thousands rendered homeless from the earthquake. By pulling the data into a registry 
rather than simply displaying it as a data layer on our mapping client, it enables Sahana to 
manage transactional data as part of other efforts, i.e. it allows someone to record the 
population of the encampment, its needs for water, food, and other supplies, and to manage 
requests to send supplies there, which you cannot do with a single plotted point on a map. 

Situation Mapping: Sahana's site is able to map all geo-referenced data within Sahana – the 
Organization and Office data, the location of hospitals and medical facilities in the Hospital 
Management System, locations of food distribution sites including their request status, other 
geo-referenced requests for information or requests for assistance in the Request Management 
System, and other important locations such as temporary encampments and relief center" 
(Prutsalis et al. 2010). 

2011 Japan Earthquake Response 
Sahana Software Foundation considerably contributed to response and relief activities during 
and aftermath the Tohoku earthquake and tsunami. On March 11, 2011, a 9.0 magnitude 
earthquake which is known as one of the largest earthquake in human history hit northeastern 
Japan and triggered a powerful tsunami with waves that reached height of up to 40.5 meters 
and travelled about 10 kilometers inland. The disaster caused heavy loss of life and property. 
For instance, over 15,000 people were killed, about 25,000 people were injured, hundreds of 
thousands of buildings were destroyed and a serious of nuclear accidents was triggered at the 
FukuShima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant Complex. The total economic loss from the disaster 
is about $235 billion (estimated from World Bank), making it the most expensive natural 
disaster in human's history. In response to this disaster, the Sahana Software Foundation and 
Sahana Eden Project supported an effort by the Hyogontech open source group based in 
Kobe, and IBM Japan to provide a Japanese version of Sahana Eden software for the uses of 
government and responding charitable organizations. The site was hosted by IBM Japan, 
cloud hosting services at http://sahana.jp and included information on the location of shelters, 
volunteer activities, soup kitchens, and organizations as shown in Figure 26 (SSF 2011). 



 
Figure 26 -  Sahana Eden's map in 2011 Japan earthquake 

Source: SSF (2011) 

2.4 Summary 
As a whole, Geoinformation technology has considerably contributed to disaster management 
involved activities in the last decade. For instance, during the preparedness phase and 
response phase remote-sensing imagery obtained from Earth Observation Satellites could 
significantly support via providing early emergency warnings, producing hazard and 
vulnerability mapping, and hazard scenarios modeling in pre-disaster mitigation and 
preparedness, and post-disaster damage assessments. Besides the assistance of the Earth 
Observation Satellite, the Communication Satellites were efficiently exploited to share 
information among countries and organizations via the Internet environment and mobile 
networks. Moreover, the mobile geographic information system mapping and global 
positioning system were utilized by field teams in collecting information in the field in order 
to verify affected infrastructures or to search and rescue people who trapped in damaged 
buildings. Furthermore, Ushahidi non-profit tech company and Sahana foundation showed 
greatly important roles in minimizing the loss of life and property. To be concrete, they were 
utilized to know where people are in greatest needs, manage where hospital and shelters are 
located, mobilize and deploy who are doing what already, and locate where are the relief 
resources. 

Ushahidi was initially designed as a crowd-sourcing data collection platform whereas Sahana 
Eden was aimed at assisting the project management for disaster recovery. Both, as the open-
source platform have been growth and extensively used in post-disaster emergency responses 
and hence, applicable as a disaster relief planning and management system. Using the 2011 
Christchurch case study, this research is exploring and comparing the performance of these 2 
systems, as presented in chapter 3. 



3. Case study 

3.1 Methodology 
The comparative work between the capacity of Sahana Eden and Ushahidi platforms is 
organized into three stages. 
Installation: Sahana Eden and Ushahidi platforms were downloaded from the Sahana 
Software Foundation and Ushahidi main website and properly installed with its requirements. 
For instance, Sahana Eden must be installed on a medium in which Python programming 
language can be run and where any database systems such as PostgreSQL database is 
supported whereas Ushahidi requires access to a web server that supports PHP language and a 
MySQL database. 
Data acquisition: After being retrieved and manipulated with ArcGIS software the 2011 
Christchurch earthquake data are imported into Sahana Eden and Ushahidi, respectively. 
Based on the capacity of each platform, the number of earthquake data including destroyed 
and collapsed infrastructure, and hospitals and shelters data input to Sahana Eden may be 
different from that within the Ushahidi platform. Data of incidents, organizations, human 
resource, warehouses, hospitals, shelters, assets, and projects would be designed and 
imported to the Sahana Eden platform. Since Ushahidi is mainly designed to report incidents 
in emergency, there is only incidents data among other data selected to input to Ushahidi. 
Evaluation and comparison: The comparison will be based on five features: Data input (the 
type of data format imported to these platforms; the way data to be input to these platforms, 
online or directly imported), Geospatial analysis (e.g. a buffer around an selected incident 
within the specific radius), Data management (e.g. search or query or filter desirable records 
of incidents), Visualization (Interactive map or static map), and User's evaluation. 

The Figure 27 below presents flowchart of Sahana Eden and Ushahidi performance with the 
2011 Christchurch earthquake example. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 



 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 27 - Flowchart of the performance of Sahana Eden and Ushahidi plat form 
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3.2 Study area and data description 
Christchurch is the second-largest city of New Zealand and the gateway to the South Island. 
Bordered by hills and the Pacific Ocean, Christchurch is located on the edge of the 
Canterbury Plains, extending to the Southern Alps. Since New Zealand is situated on the 
tectonic plate boundary between the Pacific Plate and the Australia-India Plate, the country 
almost suffers devastating earthquakes every year. Unfortunately, Christchurch city is quite 
near to the secondary fault, resulting from the bend in the plate boundary to the north, and 
earthquakes in the Christchurch region could be shallow, so the effect of a sudden earthquake 
will be worse than from a deeper plate boundary earthquake with the same magnitude. 
On the 22 February 2011, the magnitude 6.3 (Richter scale) earthquake struck the city of 
Christchurch, New Zealand. The depth of seism was about 10 kilometers southeast of the 
center of Christchurch city. The earthquake caused widespread and severe damage to 
Christchurch. A total of 181 people were reported dead, making it the second-deadliest natural 
disaster recorded in New Zealand (after the 1931 Hawke's Bay earthquake). 

The earthquake caused serious damage to buildings and residential houses, extensive 
liquefaction, significant rock falls in areas of the Port Hills as well as considerable disruption 
to road and rail networks, airport and port, electricity supplies and water and wastewater 
systems. 

For instance, many people were killed after buildings in the central city collapsed on 22 
February, including the CTV and Pyne Gould buildings and Christchurch Cathedral. More 
than 100 people may have died at the CTV building which housed staff from Canterbury 
Television and an English language school. Heritage buildings were unsafe and 56,000 
properties had been inspected. This includes 3000 properties within the four avenues - 45% of 
which have been given red or yellow stickers to restrict access. Of the 1000 heritage buildings 
inspected, exactly half of the Category 1 and 2 listed buildings have been given red stickers, 
meaning they are not safe (Radio New Zealand 2011). 

Christchurch City declared a state of local emergency on 22 February 2011 and an Emergency 
Operations Centre was activated in the City's Art Gallery to manage the response. The Group 
Emergency Coordination Centre (ECC) was established at the University of Canterbury's Ilam 
campus. The National Crisis Management Centre (NCMC) was activated in the basement of 
the Executive Wing of Parliament. 
The co-ordination of response activities in Christchurch, via the Canterbury Response Centre 
involves: 

- The emergency services, including Urban Search and Rescue; 

- Welfare agencies and services; 
- Medical and health services; 

- Lifeline utilities and restoration of services; 
- Managing spontaneous volunteers. 

- Management of the international dimension and offer of support. 
- Management of logistic, in term of procurement and distribution as well as co-

ordination between the Christchurch Response Centre and the National Crisis 
Management Centre. 



- Management of building safety evaluations.  

- Management of building demolition and cordoned areas. 
Based on real state of incidents and the response activities in the 2011 Christchurch 
earthquake, research data retrieved from ANZAA (2011) is focused on damaged or collapsed 
buildings, closure areas, closed or damaged roads, closed bridges, power failures, trapped 
people, broken waterspouts, hospitals, warehouses, shelters and welfare centers. 

3.3 Results and Discussion 
Sahana Eden performance: 

Since Sahana Eden is open source platform using OpenStreetMap as a base map, there are 
only two projected coordinate systems in the platform such as Spherical Mercator and 
WGS84. Therefore, the raw data with KML format must be converted into shapefiles and 
imported to ArcGIS software so that these features can be projected to WGS84 coordinate 
system and estimated to produce latitudes and longitudes in such a way that precisely overlap 
on the Sahana Eden map. Figure 28 shows all data (in shafefiles format) of Christchurch 
earthquake implemented in ArcGIS software. 

 
Figure 28 - Map of Christchurch earthquake implemented in ArcGIS software 

For Incident module, to get an accurate location each pair of latitude and longitude was added 
in Sahana Eden by placing on the map with maximum zoom. Furthermore, short description 
of incidents must be given, and each incident must be chosen according to a specific category 
such as buildings collapsed, bridges closed, people trapped, or other items on available 
category list. Moreover, it is necessary to check whether location of incidents are verified or 
these incidents have been responded already. The checked information is so important for 
responders, because managers could figure out several tasks done on those incidents, and no 
need to send more volunteers in unnecessary statements. The Figure 29 presents the incident 
report after adding real incidents from raw data. 

 
 



 
Figure 29 - Incident report 

It is important to know how many organizations are involved in relief activities and specific 
information about them. For example, what is the name of organizations, what is type of 
organizations (international, national or non-government), or what sector are they concerned 
(health, logistics, protection or recovery)? Moreover, the Organizations module also enables 
adding offices which are built by organizations, including attached information about name of 
offices, location, types (headquarter, national, regional or field), and contact information 
(Figure 30). 

 
Figure 30 - Organizat ion registry 



One of the most important tasks in deploying disaster relief involved activities is human 
resource management. Sahana Eden provides Staff and Volunteers module to help disaster 
response practitioners manage how many staffs and volunteers involving disaster response 
activity and know personal information about them. For instance, the module allows adding 
name, age, gender and other information about staff and volunteers. Moreover, Staff and 
Volunteers module accepts inputting which skills (emergency response service, doctor, or 
engineer) they have in order to assign appropriate tasks for them, where they are (in office, 
shelter or in the field), what they are working, mission record(start date, and end date), current 
status (active or obsolete), working status (alone or in team). In addition, Staff and Volunteers 
module can link with Organizations module so that disaster response professionals could 
know which organizations manage each staff and volunteer (Figure 31). 

 
Figure 31 - Human resource 

After building and registering all information of organizations, staff and volunteers, the task 
of searching suitable places for building warehouses to store assets used in disaster response 
needs to be done since the Inventory module containing the warehouse items could link 
Organization module. In other words, warehouse information about names, types, locations, 
contact information, request, match request, and other information could be administered by 
organizations. 
The warehouse module is used to distribute and arrange assets to the certain warehouse. These 
assets could be air conditioners, animal food, ambulance, generator, and other assets. Sahana 
Eden allows assigning assets to specific persons, sites, or organizations, and it shows that 
using assets is effectively and efficiently. 
As can be seen from the Figure 32, Asset list with its information about name of items and its 
location could help organizations effectively manage and use these items in the long run. 
 

 
 



 

 
Figure 32 - Assets list  

An indispensable task in emergency management is hospitals management issue. It is 
necessary to know that how many hospitals would be used in disaster relief activities? Which 
hospitals are available? Where are they located and how are road conditions to reach these 
hospitals? To be concrete, the current status of hospitals should be known in advance such as 
types of hospitals (whether they can be used for operations), hospitals capacity, bed capacity, 
(total beds and available beds), security status, facility operation (adequate or insufficient), 
number of doctors, doctors' locations, and other hospitals' information. All hospitals 
information should be known to ensure that relief activities could work effectively. Besides 
hospitals management, shelters administration is also important. For instance, how many 
shelters are needed for the whole campaign? Where are they located? What are types of 
shelters (high school, military house or parachute)? Which services are given by shelters 
(bedding, nourishment, or medication)? How are shelters' capacity? Who are contact persons? 
(Figure 33). 

 
Figure 33 - Hospitals list 



The last task in the demo deployment with Sahana Eden is to determine and control all 
projects in emergency management such as search and rescue, power supply, bridge 
rebuilding, roads repairing, sanitation activity, and water supply. Based on location of 
incident occurred in the earthquake, project sites could be placed on the map so as to quite 
near incidents' locations (Figure 34). 

 

Figure 34 - Project site 

After adding all data of incidents, organizations, human resource, warehouses, hospitals, 
shelters, assets, and projects, the interactive map will present all of the imported information 
with different icons (Figure 35). 

 
Figure 35 - The 2011 Christchurch earthquake response map using Sahana Eden 

 



 

Ushahidi performance: 

After the incidents list was put into Ushahidi, all reports could be shown in the list sorted in 
chronological order. In addition, the Ushahidi platform enables reporters to display reports at 
the specific time based on Change Date Range tool (all time, today, this week and this month) 
and the reports are listed in chronological order starting from the most recent date with short 
description, the date and time and status verification (Figure 36a). Furthermore, reports can be 
shown in the form of dots on the map (Figure 36b). 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 36 - Showing reports 

The Ushahidi platform provides a useful tool which helps reporters limit the number of 
reports in the short period of time when incidents occurs or in the determined radius at 
specific place where incidents have been reported, whereby reports could be filtered by the 
category associated with that report (Figure 37a), location (within radius 1 km, 5 km, 10 km, 
20 km, 50 km and 100 km) (Figure 37b), type (Web Form, SMS, Email, Twitter), media 
(photos, video, new source links) connected to that report. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 37 - Filtering reports 



 

The Figure 38 presents all of incidents reports which are submitted to Ushahidi and shown on 
the Ushahidi homepage. 

 
Figure 38 - Incidents reports on Ushahidi homepage 

Based on the Ushahidi platform, disaster managers and emergency response practitioners can 
track users' reports on the map and timeline. For data input aspect, Ushahidi platform benefits 
disaster managers by multiple data streams. With multiple data streams the Ushahidi Platform 
accepts gathering information via multimedia such as text messages, email, twitter, web-
forms, Android, and iPhone. Creating a buffer around a selected incident within specific 
radius can be considered as a minor geospatial analysis function installed in Ushahidi. To 
some extent, this function facilitates emergency response activities. For instance, if the 
distribution of incidents in an area within specific radius shown on the map was dense, the 
area could be unsafe for people's life hence, a relief and evacuation plan needs to immediately 
be made. Dynamic timeline and report filtering show data management capacity of Ushahidi. 
The timeline helps track users' reports on the map and over time, and data can be filtered by 
time and incidents can be visualized whenever and wherever, as it's tied to the map. The 
provision of the reported information mapping tools in Ushahidi presents rich visualization 
capacity, showing post-disaster incidents on the interactive map. Therefore, disaster 
responders could know the most needed places. 
Although the Ushahidi platform supports minor geospatial analysis functions, to some extent, 
Ushahidi is helpful for current disaster aid activities. There may be enough mobilization of 
disaster responders and volunteers in large-scale disaster events, search and rescue activities 
would have troubles in locating suffered people. By the Ushahidi platform, the affected 
people can tell where their locations are via messages or web-forms, so it can be considered as 
the bridge of delivering information between suffering people and aid organizations. 



Sahana Eden aims at providing disaster managers with tools to minimize the negative effects 
from devastating disasters through tracking the needs of the affected people and coordinating 
emergency agencies and aid resources. Furthermore, the platform can enable disaster 
managers, emergency response practitioners, and communities around the world to access and 
share the needed information in order to reduce casualty during pre-disaster preparedness and 
post-disaster response phase through free and open source software and open standards. 
The Sahana Eden (end-user version) platform limits its data input only from Ushahidi and 
Comma-Seperated Value (CSV) format. It would be better if the Sahana Eden platform would 
allow importing files with different formats like shapefiles (.shp). In response to a large-scale 
devastating disaster, a variety of formats such as ".kml", or ".shp" retrieved from field 
mapping, a directly import or conversion mechanism would significantly help responders and 
would save time. 
It is evident that geospatial analysis can provide more quick and efficient answers to various 
location-based questions. However, Sahana Eden reveals the limitation in this aspect since it 
only provides a distance measurement tool. In fact, Sahana Eden could become a perfect 
platform in disaster management if some geospatial analysis components could be 
implemented in the platform and the users do not need for additional tools and software. An 
obviously useful tool would be a shortest path analysis tool. Knowing the shortest route to 
hospitals could save more lives when large-scale disasters strike and cause numerous 
seriously injured victims. 
Powerful data management tools make Sahana Eden more outstanding than Ushahidi 
platform. In fact, Sahana Eden supports various modules such as organization registry, project 
tracking, human resource, inventory, asset, assessment, and shelter management and it 
enables staffs to query or filter any desirable records. 
Sahana Eden shows rich visualization capacities, providing an interactive map with fully 
fundamental functions to visualize features such as zoom in/out tools, layers options 
(enable/disable), and markers changes. 

Nevertheless, there is a weakness that needs to be pointed out. Sahana Eden (end-user 
version) only shows incidents in term of points on the map. The matter under consideration is 
that an earthquake may cause damage to roads and railways, or a row of houses or a block of 
flats which should be better represented as a polylines and/or polygon. However, Sahana Eden 
cannot display polygons and polyline on the map. For showing assets on the map, Sahana 
Eden only displays locations of warehouses or sites managing assets, the platform is not able 
to show the position of person assigned to use assets on the general map. Let's examine the 
following case: an incident I1 immediately needs an ambulance A1 which is assigned to a 
person working at incident I2 500 meters from location of I1. Whereas the map only shows 
the emergency response volunteers that there are three ambulances A2, A3, and A4 located in 
the warehouse about 10 kilometers from incident I1. Here, it should be better to show the 
incident assigned to a person on the map, which effectively helps in saving time in the short 
distance. 
In most emergency responses, helicopters are mobilized in order to transport victims and 
provide aid. Hence, the shortest distance to specific features may be based on a straight-line 
path, as the crow flies. Nevertheless, once a large-scale catastrophe occurs and helicopters 
may be insufficient, ambulances and other vehicles might be used. In order to indicate the 
shortest route to specific features such as hospitals, welfare sites or camps, analysis of 
destroyed infrastructure is required and maps of damaged roads must be produced. As a 



whole, professional user's satisfaction may be at a high level if some spatial analysis could be 
implemented in Sahana Eden. 
In developed countries, iPhone and Android applications used in Ushahidi platform are more 
common, so it may become easier to cope with natural disasters at any time. However, it is 
really an obstacle and limitation in developing countries such as Vietnam, Bangladesh, 
Indonesia and the Philippines because these high-tech applications are uncommon and 
deficient in far-off areas in the countryside. Even though text messages are designed as one of 
data collection methods in Ushahidi, such low-tech 2G phone and network infrastructure may 
be not yet installed in remote, low-developed disaster-affected areas. That deficiency may be 
considered as the barrier of high-tech deployment in disaster relief. 
A brief survey via interviewing a group of ten end-users was carried out on KTH campus. In 
general, users are fairly satisfied with Ushahidi. Based on user's evaluation of the Ushahidi 
platform, although Ushahidi could provide how to get precise location of incidents, it is said 
that in serious emergency situations (such as people trapped or injured), victims usually need 
fast response by calling emergency centers, and filling in the Ushahidi web-forms is not 
effective. In fact, calling emergency or sending messages to give short descriptions and the 
location of incidents is faster than turning on a computer or smart-phone to fill in the web-
form which needs time to start up and log on, and depends on the internet connection. 
The Ushahidi platform is merely necessary while there might be a minor damage of 
infrastructure or a shortage of basic needs such as food, clothes, medicine or other facilities 
since at that time people might have enough time to use Ushahidi. Nevertheless, it may not be 
people's highest priority to report incidents be the Ushahidi platform during or immediately 
after disaster. In order to enable the system to work effectively, there should be programs 
building preparedness capacity for communities in general framework of disaster mitigation 
planning, e.g. in the case of the 2011 Japan earthquake, people reported through the internet 
through Facebook and Twitter. These systems provide only one aspect as important ground-
truth information but it cannot provide a complete picture of the damages. Therefore, such 
information needs to be integrated with other sources of information. 
In general, based on the designing purpose, the data input capacity of Ushahidi platform is 
more diverse than the one of Sahana Eden while Sahana Eden shows more prominent capacity 
of data management in comparison to the Ushahidi platform. Although both platforms present 
rich visualization capacity, the limitation of geospatial analysis also exists in both of them. 

 Ushahidi Sahana Eden 
Data input Multiple data stream: text message, 

email, twitter, web-forms. 
Comma-Separated Value (CSV) 
format. 

Analysis Medium level. Limited. 
Data Management Medium level with data filter by 

time and incidents. 
High level with various modules. 

Visualization Interactive mapping. Interactive mapping. 
User's evaluation Fairly satisfied Satisfied 

Table 2 - Comparison of main functions between Ushahidi and Sahana Eden 
 

 
 

 



4. Conclusions and Future Research 
It has been proven that Geoinformation technology plays an important role in disaster 
management with the aim of minimizing the vulnerability and effectively improving aid 
response. As a matter of fact, Remote Sensing and Geographic Information System (GIS) 
which capture, store, retrieve, manipulate, analyze and display geospatial data have been 
applied in disaster relief involved activities, designing early emergency warnings, producing 
hazard and vulnerability mapping, and hazard scenarios modeling in pre-disaster mitigation 
and preparedness. Furthermore, Global Positioning System (GPS), remote sensing imagery 
(QuickBird, ENVISAT, and other aerial photographs), the internet and multimedia have 
considerably contributed in alerting dissemination, damage assessment, evacuation planning 
and decision making and emergency response and recovery. 

In general, Sahana Eden and Ushahidi are the most two effective open source software 
platforms, designed specifically to aid in disaster management and achieved the great success 
in the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami and the 2011 Japanese earthquake response.  
Open source platforms seem to be promising tools for disaster management but these 
platforms have not yet been fully developed. Besides that, the growth of natural disaster in the 
last decade is alarming that in the near future the world would deal with more natural disasters 
with extreme intensity and at a large scale. Therefore, the role of Geoinformation technology 
should be efficiently strengthened, developed, and improved to overcome the current 
weaknesses in minimizing negative impacts and vulnerability resulted from natural disasters. 
Due to time-constraints the current research only explored the performance of Ushahidi and 
Sahana Eden (end-user version) platforms with earthquake data. Further research can deploy 
other platforms with data of other natural disasters such as tornadoes, floods, hurricanes and 
cyclones, wild fires, landslide, and blizzards to come up with more comprehensive 
investigations of geospatial capacities of those platforms. In addition, Sahana Eden can be 
further developed so that data of incidents (e.g. shapefile format) can be easily imported into 
the platform or this platform can enable adding more geospatial analysis functions such as the 
shortest route to a specific feature. For instance, post-disaster mapping data collected via 
mobile GIS mapping and sent to operation centers will be verified and directly input into 
Sahana Eden. This process will save time to individually import incidents. This and further 
researches will hopefully contribute basic background for the improvement of existing 
platforms, the development of new open source software, and especially the further research 
in the near future. 
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6. Appendix 
 

List of Organizations 
 

Nr                 Name Acronym Type Sector Home Country Website 
1 Ministry of health MH Government Health New Zealand http://www.mh.com 
2 Asia foundation ASFN International NGO Logistics Australia http://www.asfn.com 
3 Community aid abroad COAB National NGO Recovery United Kingdom http://www.coab.com 
4 Christian aid CAID UN Health United States http://www.caid.com 
5 Ministry of social development MSD Government Protection New Zealand http://www.msd.com 
6 World Health Organization WHOR UN Health United States http://www.whor.com 
7 United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs UNDE UN Shelter United States http://www.unde.com 
8 International Committee of the red cross ICRC Red Cross / Red Crescent Logistics Sweden http://www.icrc.com 

 
 

List of Offices 
 

Nr Name Organization Type Country State Phone 1 Email 
1 Office of UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs UNDE Headquarters New Zealand Canterbury 0064432155 ounde@gmail.com 
2 Office of Asia foundation ASFN Headquarters New Zealand Canterbury 0064432111 oasfn@gmail.com 
3 Office of Christian aid CAID Headquarters New Zealand Canterbury 0064432122 ocaid@gmail.com 
4 Office of Community aid abroad COAB Headquarters New Zealand Canterbury 0064432133 ocoab@hotmail.com 
5 Office of International Committee of the red cross ICRC Headquarters New Zealand Canterbury 0064432144 oicrc@hotmail.com 
6 Office of Ministry of health (MH) MH National New Zealand Canterbury 0064432177 mh@gmail.com 
7 Office of Ministry of social development (MSD) MSD Headquarters New Zealand Canterbury 0064432188 omsd@gmail.com 
8 Office of World Health Organization WHOR Headquarters New Zealand Canterbury 0064432166 owhor@yahoo.com 



List of Staffs 
 

Nr Person Job Title                                  Organization                    Facility Type Status 
1 Person A Sahana Eden  Doctor International Committee of the red cross (ICRC) Addington Raceway (Shelter) staff active 
2 Person B Sahana Eden  Nurse Asia foundation (ASFN) St. George's Hospital Private (Hospital) staff active 
3 Person C Sahana Eden  Nurse United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs (UNDE) Linwood (Shelter) staff active 
4 Person D Sahana Eden  Doctor World Health Organization (WHOR) Welfare centre at St George's Hospital (Shelter) staff active 
5 Person E Sahana Eden  Nurse Christian aid (CAID) Welfare centre at Spotlight Mall in Sydenham (Shelter) staff active 
6 Person F Sahana Eden  Doctor Community aid abroad (COAB) North Hagley Park (Shelter) staff active 
7 Person G Sahana Eden  Doctor United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs (UNDE) Lyndhurst Hospital (Hospital) staff active 
8 Person H Sahana Eden  Doctor International Committee of the red cross (ICRC) Christchurch Public Hospital (Hospital) staff active 
9 Person I Sahana Eden  Nurse World Health Organization (WHOR) Southern Cross Hospital  Christchurch Private (Hospital) staff active 
10 Person J Sahana Eden  Nurse International Committee of the red cross (ICRC) Bethesda Hospital Private (Hospital) staff active 
11 Person K Sahana Eden  Doctor Asia foundation (ASFN) St. George's Hospital Private (Hospital) staff active 

 
List of Volunteers 

 
Nr Person     Job Title Organization                             Home Address Type Status 
1 Person L Sahana Eden  Rebuild Bridge COAB Office of Community aid abroad (25 Stevens Street) volunteer active 
2 Person M Sahana Eden  Repair road ICRC Office of International Committee of the red cross (01 Lincoln Road) volunteer active 
3 Person N Sahana Eden  Search and Rescue MSD Office of Ministry of social development (MSD) (Hereford Street) volunteer active 
4 Person O Sahana Eden  Water Supply MH Office of Ministry of health (MH) (North Hagley Park) volunteer active 
5 Person P Sahana Eden  Power Supply WHOR World Health Organization (15 Richmond) volunteer active 
6 Person Q Sahana Eden  Sanitation CAID Office of Christian aid (20 Linwood Avenue) volunteer active 
7 Person R Sahana Eden  Rebuild Bridge COAB Office of Community aid abroad (25 Stevens Street) volunteer active 
8 Person S Sahana Eden  Repair road ICRC Office of International Committee of the red cross (01 Lincoln Road) volunteer active 
9 Person T Sahana Eden  Search and Rescue ASFN Office of Asia Foundation (Mandeville Street) volunteer active 
10 Person U Sahana Eden  Water Supply UNDE Office of United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs  (05 Garden Road) volunteer active 
11 Person V Sahana Eden  Sanitation MSD Office of Ministry of social development (MSD) (Hereford Street) volunteer active 
12 Person W Sahana Eden  Power Supply MH Office of Ministry of health (MH) (North Hagley Park) volunteer active 
13 Person X Sahana Eden  Doctor WHOR World Health Organization (15 Richmond) volunteer active 
14 Person Y Sahana Eden  Repair road CAID Office of Christian aid (20 Linwood Avenue) volunteer active 
15 Person Z Sahana Eden  Search and Rescue COAB Office of Community aid abroad (25 Stevens Street) volunteer active 
16 Person AA Sahana Eden  Repair road ASFN Office of Asia Foundation (Mandeville Street) volunteer active 
17 Person BB Sahana Eden  Rebuild Bridge ICRC Office of International Committee of the red cross (01 Lincoln Road) volunteer active 
18 Person CC Sahana Eden  Water Supply UNDE Office of United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs  (05 Garden Road) volunteer active 

 



 
19 Person DD Sahana Eden  Search and Rescue MSD Office of Ministry of social development (MSD) (Hereford Street) volunteer active 
20 Person EE Sahana Eden  Power Supply MH Office of Ministry of health (MH) (North Hagley Park) volunteer active 
21 Person FF Sahana Eden  Sanitation WHOR World Health Organization (15 Richmond) volunteer active 
22 Person GG Sahana Eden  Doctor CAID Office of Christian aid (20 Linwood Avenue) volunteer active 
23 Person HH Sahana Eden  Nurse COAB Office of Community aid abroad (25 Stevens Street) volunteer active 
24 Person II Sahana Eden  Repair Road ICRC Office of International Committee of the red cross (01 Lincoln Road) volunteer active 
25 Person JJ Sahana Eden  Doctor ASFN Office of Asia Foundation (Mandeville Street) volunteer active 
26 Person KK Sahana Eden  Doctor UNDE Office of United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs  (05 Garden Road) volunteer active 

 
List of Warehouses 

 
Nr Name                                Organization Country State Phone 1 Email 
1 warehouse 1 International Committee of the red cross (ICRC) New Zealand Canterbury 0064123411 warehouse1@gmail.com 
2 warehouse 2 Asia foundation (ASFN) New Zealand Canterbury 0064123422 warehouse2@gmail.com 
3 warehouse 3 United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs (UNDE) New Zealand Canterbury 0064123433 warehouse3@gmail.com 
4 warehouse 4 World Health Organization (WHOR) New Zealand Canterbury 0064123444 warehouse4@gmail.com 
5 warehouse 5 Christian aid (CAID) New Zealand Canterbury 0064123455 warehouse5@gmail.com 
6 warehouse 6 Ministry of health (MH) New Zealand Canterbury 0064123466 warehouse6@gmail.com 
7 warehouse 7 Ministry of social development (MSD) New Zealand Canterbury 0064123477 warehouse7@gmail.com 
8 warehouse 8 Community aid abroad (COAB) New Zealand Canterbury 0064123488 warehouse8@gmail.com 

 
List of Assets 

 
Nr Asset Number Item Type Purchase Date Location Country State 
1 A001 Air Conditioner/Heater Other 2012-05-02 Addington Raceway (Addington, Christchurch) New Zealand Canterbury 
2 A002 Animal Feed Other 2012-05-02 warehouse 2 (Hankeke Street) New Zealand Canterbury 
3 C001 Camera Other 2012-05-03 warehouse 3 (17 Idris Road) New Zealand Canterbury 
4 C002 Canned/Dried Food Other 2012-06-01 warehouse 4 (15 Shirley Road) New Zealand Canterbury 
5 C003 Chlorination Equipment Other 2012-06-03 warehouse 5 (207 Linwood Avenue) New Zealand Canterbury 
6 C004 Cleaners Other 2012-06-03 warehouse 8 (27 Saint Martin Street) New Zealand Canterbury 
7 C005 Cold Storage Other 2012-06-03 warehouse 1 (11 Harman Street, Christchurch Central) New Zealand Canterbury 
8 C006 Compactor Other 2012-06-03 warehouse 7 (78 Wainoni Road) New Zealand Canterbury 
9 C007 Laptops, Monitors, Cables, PC's Other 2012-06-03 warehouse 6 (123 Perry Street) New Zealand Canterbury 
10 C008 Concrete Grinder Other 2012-06-03 warehouse 4 (15 Shirley Road) New Zealand Canterbury 
11 C009 Cooking Utensils Other 2012-06-03 warehouse 5 (207 Linwood Avenue) New Zealand Canterbury 
12 D001 Debris removal  Other 2012-06-03 warehouse 8 (27 Saint Martin Street) New Zealand Canterbury 
13 D002 Diesel Other 2012-06-03 warehouse 1 (11 Harman Street, Christchurch Central) New Zealand Canterbury 



14 F001 Fire Pump Other 2012-06-03 warehouse 2 (Hankeke Street) New Zealand Canterbury 
15 F002 Firefighting  Other 2012-06-03 warehouse 3 (17 Idris Road) New Zealand Canterbury 
16 F003 First Aid Kit Other 2012-06-03 warehouse 7 (78 Wainoni Road) New Zealand Canterbury 
17 F004 Flashlight Other 2012-06-03 warehouse 6 (123 Perry Street) New Zealand Canterbury 
18 G001 Generator Other 2012-06-03 warehouse 4 (15 Shirley Road) New Zealand Canterbury 
19 G002 Generator Cable Other 2012-06-03 warehouse 5 (207 Linwood Avenue) New Zealand Canterbury 
20 G003 GPS / Transponder Other 2012-06-03 warehouse 8 (27 Saint Martin Street) New Zealand Canterbury 
21 H001 Hygiene Kit Other 2012-06-03 warehouse 1 (11 Harman Street, Christchurch Central) New Zealand Canterbury 
22 L001 Laptops, Monitors, Cables, PC's Other 2012-06-03 warehouse 2 (Hankeke Street) New Zealand Canterbury 
23 M001 Medical Kit Other 2012-06-03 warehouse 3 (17 Idris Road) New Zealand Canterbury 
24 M002 Laptops, Monitors, Cables, PC's Other 2012-06-03 warehouse 7 (78 Wainoni Road) New Zealand Canterbury 
25 P001 Laptops, Monitors, Cables, PC's Other 2012-06-03 warehouse 6 (123 Perry Street) New Zealand Canterbury 
26 P002 Phone Line Other 2012-06-03 warehouse 4 (15 Shirley Road) New Zealand Canterbury 
27 P003 Pipe Repair Kits Other 2012-06-03 warehouse 5 (207 Linwood Avenue) New Zealand Canterbury 
28 P004 Power Line Other 2012-06-03 warehouse 8 (27 Saint Martin Street) New Zealand Canterbury 
29 R001 Radio Other 2012-06-03 warehouse 1 (11 Harman Street, Christchurch Central) New Zealand Canterbury 
30 T001 Transformer Other 2012-06-03 warehouse 2 (Hankeke Street) New Zealand Canterbury 
31 W001 Water Purification System Other 2012-06-03 warehouse 3 (17 Idris Road) New Zealand Canterbury 
32 H002 Helicopter Vehicle 2012-06-07 warehouse 6 (123 Perry Street) New Zealand Canterbury 
33 A003 Ambulance & Equipment Vehicle 2012-06-07 warehouse 6 (123 Perry Street) New Zealand Canterbury 

 
List of Hospitals 

 

UID Name Orgs Location Phone 
ER 

Status 
Facility 
Status 

Clinical 
Status 

Security 
Status 

Total 
Beds 

Available 
Beds 

H1 Lyndhurst Hospital MH 440 Buckleys Road, Wainoni 0064111111 Normal Normal Normal Normal 200 100 
H2 Christchurch Public Hospital MH Christchurch Central, Christchurch 0064222222 Normal Normal Normal Normal 300 250 
H5 Southern Cross Hospital  Christchurch  MH 131 Bealey Avenue, Richmond 0064555555 Normal Normal Normal Normal 600 570 
H4 Bethesda Hospital (Private) MH 235 Harewood Road, Bishopdale 0064444444 Normal Normal Normal Normal 500 470 
H3 St. George's Hospital (Private) MH 249 Papanui Road, Strovan, Christchurch 0064333333 Normal Normal Normal Normal 400 280 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



List of Shelters 
 

Nr Shelter Name Shelter Type Shelter Service 
Capacity 

(Max) POP Location Contact Person 
1 Addington Raceway Parachute Bedding and nourishment 250 70 Addington, Christchurch Person C Sahana Eden  
2 Linwood Highschool Bedding and nourishment 270 70 Christchurch central Person A Sahana Eden  
3 Welfare centre at St George's Hospital Welfare centre Medication 200 100 Cranford Street, Christchurch Person G Sahana Eden  
4 Welfare centre at Latimer Square Welfare centre Bedding and nourishment 70 70 Latimer Square, Christchurch Central Person E Sahana Eden  
5 Welfare centre at Spotlight Mall in Sydenham Welfare centre Bedding 100 100 Spotlight Plaza  369 Colombo Street, Sydenham Person F Sahana Eden  
6 North Hagley Park Military house Medication 200 150 Fendaton Road Person D Sahana Eden  

 
List of  Incident Reports 

 
Nr Short Description Category Location Latitude Longitude Verified Actioned Message 
1 Holy Cross Chapel Building Collapsed 11 Chancery Lane, Christchurch Central -43,53050 172,63524 Yes Yes No survivors found 
2 Hotel Grand Chancellor Building Collapsed 161 Cashel Street, Christchurch Central -43,53289 172,63882 Yes Yes   
3 CTV building devastated Building Collapsed CTV building, Christchurch central -43,53272 172,64247 Yes Yes On fire 
4 Christchurch Cathedral damaged Building Collapsed Christchurch Central -43,53090 172,63699 Yes Yes Multiple deaths 
5 Pyne Gould Corporation collapses Building Collapsed 305 Lincoln Road, Addington, Christchurch -43,52745 172,63876 Yes Yes People trapped 
6 Colombo Street People Trapped Colombo Street -43,53979 172,63660 Yes Yes People trapped 
7 Methodist Church Building Collapsed Durham Street -43,52768 172,63358 Yes Yes Fatalities 
8 Forsyth Barr House Building Collapsed 12/764 Colombo Street -43,52896 172,63692 Yes Yes Badly damaged 
9 YHA Central Backpackers Hostel Building Collapsed 273 Manchester Street, Christchurch Central -43,52935 172,63944 Yes Yes Deaths reported 
10 Old Weekly Press Building Building Collapsed 1/107 Cashel Street, CBD -43,53035 172,63812 Yes Yes Roof Collapsed 
11 Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament Building Collapsed Cathedral House 122 Barbadoes Street -43,53841 172,64621 Yes Yes Badly damaged 
12 Chambers PR Building Collapsed 147 Fitzgerald Avenue, Linwood -43,52909 172,63393 Yes Yes Reduced to rubble 
13 Carlton Bar &amp; Restaurant Building Collapsed Cnr Bealey Avenue & 1 Papanui Road, Merivale -43,52052 172,62761 Yes Yes Badly damaged 
14 Knox Presbyterian Church Building Collapsed 28 Bealey Avenue CBD -43,52114 172,62866 Yes Yes Badly damaged 
15 Christ&apos;s College Building Collapsed Rolleston Avenue -43,52972 172,62584 Yes Yes Extensively damaged 
16 Christchurch Art Gallery Building Collapsed Christchurch central -43,53087 172,63115 Yes Yes Damaged 
17 Piko Wholefoods Building Collapsed 248 Stanmore Road, Richmond -43,52636 172,64546 Yes Yes Building collapsed 

18 New Brighton Road closed Road Closed  New Brighton Road -43,50045 172,68785 Yes Yes   
19 Moorhouse Overbridge Bridge Closed  Moorhouse Overbridge -43,53986 172,63843 Yes Yes   
20 Fitzgerald/Avonside Bridge Closed  Fitzgerald/Avonside -43,52632 172,65059 Yes Yes   
21 Malcolm Ave Bridge Closed  Malcolm Ave -43,56507 172,63935 Yes Yes Inspection required 
22 Martindales Railway Bridge Bridge Closed  (Martindales Railway Bridge) -43,57597 172,70643 Yes Yes Suspect, train derailed 
23 River Road Road Closed River Road -43,51405 172,66934 Yes Yes Needs to be closed 
24 Durham St Overbridge Bridge Closed Durham St Overbridge -43,54106 172,63362 Yes Yes One lane open. 



25 Ensors Rd (at Heathcote) Road Closed Ensors Rd (at Heathcote) -43,55272 172,65751 Yes Yes Unsafe 
26 Paparoa Street School Waterspout Paparoa Street School -43,49936 172,62015 No Yes Water supplies damaged 
27 Heathcote Valley School Waterspout Heathcote Valley School -43,57873 172,70851 No Yes Water supplies damaged 
28 Waltham Primary School Waterspout Waltham Primary School -43,54923 172,64967 No Yes Water supplies damaged  
29 Lyttelton Main School Waterspout Lyttelton Main School -43,60252 172,72298 No Yes Water supplies damaged 
30 Chisnallwood Intermediate Waterspout Chisnallwood Intermediate -43,51009 172,68901 No Yes Water supplies damaged 
31 Wainoni School Power Failure Wainoni School -43,50625 172,70830 No Yes Power failure 
32 Heaton Normal Intermediate School Power Failure Heaton Normal Intermediate School -43,50891 172,61624 No Yes Power failure 

33 South New Brighton School Power Failure South New Brighton School -43,52667 172,73380 No Yes Power failure 

34 Shirley Intermediate School Power Failure Shirley Intermediate School -43,51248 172,66106 No Yes Power failure 
 

  
List of Project Sites 

   
Nr Project Name Location Activities 
1 Search and rescue Search and rescue site 1 Holy Cross Chapel (11 Chancery Lane, Christchurch Central) Search and rescue 
2 Search and rescue Search and rescue site 2 Hotel Grand Chancellor (161 Cashel Street, Christchurch Central) Search and rescue 
3 Search and rescue Search and rescue site 3 CTV (CTV building, Christchurch central) Search and rescue 
4 Search and rescue Search and rescue site 4 Christchurch Cathedral (Christchurch Central) Search and rescue 
5 Search and rescue Search and rescue 5 Pyne Gould Corporation (305 Lincoln Road, Addington, Christchurch) Search and rescue 
6 Search and rescue Search and rescue 6  (Colombo Street) Search and rescue 
7 Search and rescue Search and rescue 7 Methodist Church (Durham Street) Search and rescue 
8 Repair roads Repair road 1  (New Brighton Road) Repair roads 
9 Rebuild bridge Rebuild bridge 1  (Moorhouse Overbridge) Rebuild bridge 
10 Rebuild bridge Rebuild bridge 2  (Fitzgerald/Avonside) Rebuild bridge 
11 Rebuild bridge Rebuild bridge 3  (Malcolm Ave) Rebuild bridge 
12 Rebuild bridge Rebuild bridge 4  (Martindales Railway Bridge) Rebuild bridge 
13 Repair roads Repair road 2  (River Road) Repair roads 
14 Rebuild bridge Rebuild bridge 5  (Durham St Overbridge) Rebuild bridge 
15 Repair roads Repair road 3  (Ensors Rd (at Heathcote)) Repair roads 
16 Water supply Water supply 1  (Paparoa Street School) Water Supply 
17 Water supply Water supply 2  (Heathcote Valley School) Water Supply 
18 Sanitation Sanitation 1  (Waltham Primary School) Sanitation 
19 Sanitation Sanitation 2  (Lyttelton Main School) Sanitation 
20 Sanitation Sanitation 3  (Chisnallwood Intermediate) Sanitation 
21 Power supply Power supply 1  (Wainoni School) Power supply 
22 Power supply Power supply 2  (Heaton Normal Intermediate School) Power supply 
23 Power supply Power supply 3  (South New Brighton School) Power supply 
24 Power supply Power supply 4  (Shirley Intermediate School) Power supply 
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12-001 Atta Rabbi& Epameinondas Batsos. Clustering and cartographic simplification of point data set. Master of 
Science thesis in Geoinformatics. Supervisor: Bo Mao. February 2012. 
 

12-002 Johanna Löfkvist. Höjdmodellering med laserdata: Studie av Kärsön, Ekerö med fokus på upplösning, 
datalagring samt programvara. Master of Science thesis in Geoinformatics. Supervisor: Yifang Ban, KTH & 
Gabriel Hirsch, Sweco Position. February 2012. 
 

12-003 Mandana Mokhtary. Sensor Observation Service for Environmental Monitoring Data.  Master of Science 
thesis in Geoinformatics.  Supervisor: Yifang Ban. May 2012. 
 

12-004 Dong Fang.  Moving Object Trajectory Based Spatio-Temporal Mobility Prediction. Master of Science 
thesis in Geoinformatics. Supervisor: Gyözö Gidofalvi. July 2012. 
 

12-005 Yezeed Abdelmajid. Investigation and comparison of 3D Laser scanning software packages. Master of 
Science thesis in Geodesy No. 3126. Supervisor: Milan Horemuz. August 2012. 
 

12-006 Ana Fernández Torralbo & Pablo Mazuelas Benito. Landsat and MODIS Images for Burned Areas 
Mapping in Galicia, Spain. Master of Science thesis in Geoinformatics. Supervisor: Yifang Ban. September 
2012. 
 

12-007 Arfan Sohail. Landuse and Coastline Change in the Eastern Mekong Delta (Viet Nam) from 1989 to 2002 
using Remote Sensing. Master of Science thesis in Geoinformatics. Supervisor: Hans Hauska. October 2012.  
 

12-008 Maria Bobrinskaya. Remote Sensing for Analysis of Relationships between Land Cover and Land Surface 
Temperature in Ten Megacities. Master of Science thesis in Geoinformatics. Supervisor: Yifang Ban. 
December 2012.  
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13-001 Mohammad Amin Alizadeh Khameneh. Tree Detection and Species Identification using LiDAR Data. 
Master of Science thesis in Geodesy No. 3127. Supervisor: Milan Horemuz. January 2013. 
 

13-002 Duc Khanh Ngo. Relief Planning Management Systems - Investigation of the Geospatial Components. 
Master of Science thesis in Geoinformatics. Supervisor: Tuong Thuy Vu and Yifang Ban. February 2013. 
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